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Editor’s note

Welcome to the third issue of The Gordian Review.
Inside you will find poetry, fiction, and nonfiction written by
promising talents in the literary world.
Since its inception in 2016, The Gordian Review has made a
commitment to publishing the voices of today’s graduate students
and giving them a unique publishing opportunity just for them.
The original idea came from Texas Review Press’ founder and late
director, Dr. Paul Ruffin, who wanted to present the world a sneak
peek of the next generation of writers.
I hope that you enjoy the selections inside.
I would like to thank my fellow editor Laura Brackin for all
her hard work, and our supervisor Kim Davis for all her guidance
on this project.
And lastly, thank you to everyone who submitted. Thank you
for sharing your work with us. Without you, none of this would
be possible.

Happy Reading,
Elizabeth Evans
Editor-in-Chief
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Maura Bee

Patchogue
Where are you from? you asked,
and I pointed to
the bottom fin of The Fish.
That is the ferry
where I took my first steps
across the marina’s lawn.
That is the strip mall
where I looked at myself
donning black and awe.
That is the bus stop
where I had my first kiss
with someone I didn’t know.
That is the corner
where kids shouted slurs
to the bodies buried below.
Tomorrow, we sit in the driveway
of a town I prefer to call home,
and I have my father’s
words in my mouth
Vamos, vamos, let’s go.
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That is the station
we passed every morning,
them telling those boys to ‘go home’
I can feel
all the hate in their voices
and remember that I am
alone.
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Maura Bee

Portrait of Five
There is a photo
in my mother’s bedroom;
five splices of
an independent
woman.
We are thorny,
rough and rowdy
because we’re named
for bushels of flowers
and palatable wine
Gertrude Stein wrote:
“A rose is a rose is a rose.”
I can feel the mayhem
in my bones in my bones in my bones.
We are laughing
blurry from careening joy;
there are five of us
and I am the smallest
I am penny-wise
in a whistle-stop family
where the men are few
and our curls grow wild.
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Touch one of us,
and the blood will pool
at the prick on your
little finger.
Gertrude Stein wrote:
“There are bones and there is that consuming”.
Modernist women
bury their husbands
in wake of war,
and then remember
to kiss their sisters.
Postmodern women
wring wrinkled hands,
cut the roast beef,
remember their lovers.
And Pablo Picasso did it too
Pablo Picasso did it too
Pablo Picasso did it too
The way they look at the camera:
Rose is stoic, bottled pride;
Her daughter’s glasses askew,
her whiting hair flying;
and her daughter’s locks
like a forest begging for touch;
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and her daughter
my mother
in all black
with nothing
to mourn.
And underneath her turquoise
from the Choctaw King
my shaking hands
reaching.
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Maura Bee

Together
We used to joke that we were sisters. People believed us because we looked alike; there was no
denying that. Our hair: desultory. Our eyes: ominous. You had braces and your father’s chin, and
I got lice the year we met and refused to buzz my hair. It was the winter we saw Dreamgirls and
ate chicken substitute on your bedroom floor while your schnauzer licked herself. My bedroom
was a mess, but the bookshelf was immaculate, and we watched Rent fifteen times and cried
when we found out Jonathan Larson was dead.
We used to joke that we were sisters, that we shared a father. We called each other’s parents Mom and
Dad respectively. My mother bought you a camera. You developed film with her in the
bathtub. I found a photograph of my real father. I had this overpowering desire to save a woman
with cancer I’d never met. We held hands and you lived in my brother’s old room. We read about
the Hilton sisters, and sang vaudeville, hoping to die at thirty-five.
We used to joke that we were sisters, conjoined at the hip. We shared four legs, two hearts, and a
single liver. During the operation, we were wakeful as sunflowers, watching the leaves die. The
skin between us was translucent, you could see the blood flowing between us, cyclical and
serene. We once wore matching hats and curls to prove our birth.
Your car flipped over twice and you were pinned underneath. There is a video of your family that I
still have, before your sister died. She is straightening your hair and I’m lying on her bed. It’s
the summer before high school, and there’s game music looping behind you. I say, Charles
Darwin doesn’t sleep, he waits. You’re humming a song from the show we were in. Your eyes
were that electric blue.
I have a pair of scissors and a spool of thread, trying to sew the dreams together.
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Jeremy Birkline

Fights
I am drenched in the taste of competition, awash in a constantly rotating crowd coming and going from the
bleachers as fights begin and end in different rings. Parents push, in frantic need to get closer to the metal rails that
divide them from their loved ones on the mats. Ipads and phones are in every hand, trying to catch bouts from
every angle. Their children will be studying their triumphs and failures for weeks to come. There is cheering and
coaching, almost at equal levels. They want blood, as long as it isn’t their child who bleeds.
I sit quietly—one among them—alone.
***
Stacy’s brother had picked the most exclusive Italian restaurant in Austin, Antonio’s. I had been trying to
get a reservation there for months. The restaurant was a large, gutted house, with several different rooms,
some more private than others. Stacy and I were led to a room with six tables, all separated by partitions that
reached halfway to the ceiling. Green ivy and purple pansies were painted evenly on each paper divider.
“Hi, man. My name’s Tony,” I told Derrick when we reached our table. He had been waiting for us.
Stacy had been telling me about her brother for weeks. She had been looking forward to his return from
abroad for the last month, almost the entire time we’d been dating. I had been looking forward to meeting
him, especially after I discovered his passion for tae kwon do.
“That’s his American name,” Stacy told Derrick. I smiled. Besides my parents and tae kwon do master, she was the only other person who called me by my Korean name. In fact, Tony was my legal name.
Koreans had long since stopped giving their children Korean first names in America. “His Korean name is
Young-Jae.”
“It’s nice to meet you,” he said. He stood, his hazel eyes taking me in. “I’m Derrick.”
Derrick had the same dark brown hair as his sister, but it was cut short, setting off the lines of his jaw. He
stepped away from the table to shake my hand. He was slightly taller than me. There was something in his eyes
that made me nervous.
He had chosen to dress more casually than I had—in a dark blue blazer over a checkered dress shirt. I
felt overdressed in my navy pin-striped suit. It didn’t help that the restaurant was overheated.
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“Which do you prefer?” Derrick asked. “Tony or Young-Jae?” He surprised me by getting the pronunciation
right on the first try.
“Tony is fine,” I said.
***
“Match numbers between two hundred and two hundred fifty, please report to the staging area. Match numbers
between two hundred and two hundred fifty, please report to staging.” The announcer’s voice slices through my
reverie. My first match number is two hundred fifty-six, but instead of warming up with my coach, I sit in the
bleachers, while all the people I care about are spread out across the conference center. I swallow the bad taste in
my mouth. For the first time ever, I think I’m going to forfeit.
***
“I’ve heard you do some tae kwon do,” Derrick said. I recognized the tone of condescension in his voice, but I didn’t
understand where it was coming from, so I tried to ignore it. There was something going on that I didn’t understand.
“Yeah, almost ten years.”
“Wow, you must have started when you were young. Who’s your kwan-jang-nim?”
“Kang-Dae Park.” A drop of sweat fell from my brow, landing on my jacket sleeve. I wished Stacy hadn’t insisted on the suit. It weighed me down.
“Isn’t his school down 180?” Derrick asked. I nodded. He already knew more about my school than Stacy did.
“Have you gone there before?” I asked. I would have known if he had.
“Nah, it’s just kinda close to where I practiced before I left for Korea.”
“Hero Martial Arts?” I asked. He nodded. I resisted shaking my head. That school was a joke in the larger
martial arts community. They focused so much on kicking drills that they hardly had any room for the community
that helps strengthen the bonds that tae kwon do builds. Several students who came over to my school from Hero
were shell-shocked when we didn’t blast music the entire time we trained.
Stacy nudged my leg. After my rants about Hero, it was no surprise that she hadn’t mentioned that her brother
used to practice there.
“Were you able to practice in Korea?” Stacy asked, steering us away from Hero.
“Yeah,” Derrick said. “The college I went to had a tae kwon do team that practiced every day. I couldn’t officially join because I was only there for six months, but they let me practice with them.”
Oh, I thought, so he studies WTF style. That explained a lot. “WTF” was the all too appropriate shorthand for the
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World Tae Kwon Do Federation style. It was a shame that he moved from one school that didn’t practice real martial
arts to the home of tae kwon do and still couldn’t escape the degradation of art.
Stacy nodded. Her eyes were on her knife as she buttered a piece of bread. She smirked slightly, feigning interest. It was the same face I had seen every time I talked about tae kwon do, but she had never asked me a question
about tae kwon do before. Maybe I could use this opportunity to understand why she didn’t seem to like martial
arts. I had been hesitant to ask her about her own experiences with it.
“Have you ever practiced it yourself?” I asked her.
Stacy looked at me with her eyebrow raised, her head tilted to the side. “Didn’t I mention that?” she asked. I
shook my head.
“Yeah.” Derrick laughed. “We even practiced together. When was that, Stacy?”
“I think I stopped sometime around fourteen.”
Only six years before.
“Why did you stop?” I asked. She seemed more willing to talk about it with Derrick there.
Derrick looked between me and her, trying to assess the situation.
“Derrick broke his arm,” she said.
Her aversion to violence made more sense now, especially if she had trained at Hero. There was no philosophical purpose to their drills. They simply kicked in order to kick harder, and that was so they could win. They were
competition driven.
“Well,” Derrick said, “Stacy was never really into it anyway. I guess it’s more of a man’s sport.”
Nobody spoke for a beat. I looked from Stacy to her brother. I tried to take my cue from her because I couldn’t
tell if Derrick was kidding or not.
The moment passed.
“Did you have much trouble with the language barrier in Korea?” Stacy asked.
“It wasn’t too bad. My Korean has improved a bit,” Derrick said, “but half the time I never used it.”
“Han-guk-eo man-hi bae-o-has-sub-ni-ka?” I asked. We were fighting for something now. I wasn’t quite sure
what that something was yet, but I needed to probe his weaknesses.
I watched the hesitation in his eyes. A line of sweat beaded down his forehead. “Ah-ni-yo,” he replied slowly.
“Cheo Han-guk-eo-ae na-bas-sub-ni-da.” He responded in the same kind of deferential speech that I had used,
which surprised me. Most foreigners could barely conjugate casual Korean. The different levels to speech and inflections were too hard for them to wrap their brain around.
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“Not bad,” I replied.
Stacy put her bread down on her side plate. “So are we done seeing who’s bigger yet?”
I gave her a guilty smile. Her wistful, blue eyes innocently darted from Derrick to me. She wasn’t mad.
Derrick smirked at her. “Sure, sis. I think we’re done measuring…for now.”
“Good, ’cause I want to hear more about your trip,” she said. Stacy was far more interested in the Buddhist
temples she had told him about before he went and how the cities differed from one another.
***
My master is going to kill me. I see him behind the staging area, partially blocked by the black cloth that supposedly gives athletes privacy while they warm up. He waits for me with two paddle kicking-pads in his hands. Four
of his other students are kicking with him. All the while, I prepare to figure out how to tell him I am dropping out.
“Now calling match numbers between two hundred and three hundred to the staging area,” the announcer
say. “Matches between two hundred and three hundred, please report to the staging area.”
***
Stacy waited for me outside the rest rooms at the restaurant. She leaned against the wall opposite the men’s room,
so she was the first thing I saw when I opened the door.
I took in the sight of my beautiful girlfriend. Her midnight-blue dress clung to her form like well-fitted
sparring gear. She had swept her curly brown hair across her back. Her arms were folded under each other, eyes
studying her feet. Against the dark brown wall, her skin looked even lighter than normal.
“You could have warned me a little more,” I told her as I put my hands on her shoulders.
“I know,” she said. “He’s not always like this, though.” I held her against me, her head coming to rest
against my shoulder. “Sometimes he skips dinner and takes my boyfriends straight to the mats,” she joked.
I laughed. “So you make it a habit to date martial artists?”
“Nah,” she replied, looking me in the eyes. “You’re the first, Young-Jae.”
She traced the outline of my jaw with her fingers and moved in for a kiss. I closed my eyes and met her halfway.
When we met, I stumbled back a step, running into the doorframe of the rest room with a loud thump. I
fell on my ass, and Stacy tumbled into my lap, holding onto me the entire time. She loved it when I stumbled,
fell, or even stubbed my toe. My clumsiness made her forget that I did martial arts. We had met because of it.
One misstep getting off the bus and for some reason, she felt responsible for me getting home all right. By the
time she found out I did tae kwon do, she chalked it up to a character flaw and evidently tried to forget about it.
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A server peeked down the hall, sighed, and quickly turned away.
I laughed. “Thanks,” I told her. “We should probably leave separately.”
“I need to use the ladies’ room anyway,” she said, getting up from my lap. I could still feel the heat of her body
on top of mine. “Play nice,” she warned, turning away.
I never played nice.
***
I took in the entirety of his fighting style, absorbing his motions through his eyes. His intent propelled his every
movement as he tried to kick or punch me. He was a new black belt at my school and had somehow managed to
avoid fighting me since his last test. I had hardly noticed it, particularly with the national championship approaching in a couple of months. I had been focusing more and more on kicking drills. His movements were faster than
I remembered, especially when he threw a combination assault. He favored diagonal kicks over side-kicks, and
often would follow up his missed connections with a reverse hook kick, reaching with the tips of his toes to try to
reach my face, and every time so far, I had stepped back, too far to kick him back. I made a point to try kicking so
he would see I was too far away.
The moment I side-stepped his diagonal kick, I knew what was coming. I shortened my stance so it might
register as a step back in his mind, but I stayed in virtually the same place. If I blocked his kick, I could easily
counter, but I would risk hurting myself, and after seeing his first three reverse hook kicks, I had no intention of
letting him touch me with one. Instead, I leaned my upper body back. His toes came within an inch of my nose,
a mile away in tae kwon do. Before his foot had even reached the floor, I was already reaching out with my own
diagonal kick toward his exposed belly. The moment before I came into contact, I pulled back half of the speed I
gained, striking his chest guard with enough force that he lost balance on his one foot and fell down, but not with
enough that he would get hurt.
I partly removed my mouth gear, letting it dangle in my mouth, and asked, “You okay, man?”
He was facing away from me, and for a moment I was concerned I might have struck too hard and he was
hurt, but then he turned, smiling.
“That was a beautiful kick,” he said.
I reached down and helped him back to his feet.
“Thanks,” I said.
We bowed to each other again. It was a school courtesy. In a championship fight, we would only ever bow at
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the beginning and ending of a fight, but at my school we always bowed to indicate we were ready to resume a fight
if we had been interrupted for any reason.
I didn’t let up on him for the rest of the match. I had a handle on his ability now. It wouldn’t help him learn if
I went easy on him. He would grow more once I assessed his ability and fought him at a slightly higher level. Just
a little more than he could manage.
“Koo-man.”

***
Stacy is looking for me in the bleachers. Twice now, I watched her walk around the rails that block off the matted
rings only to be stopped from going all the way around the conference center by the staging area, which is surrounded by those black privacy curtains. Then she turns slowly to work her way back around, looking closely at
the bleachers as she proceeds.
“First call for Rick Morrison,” the announcer says. “First call for Rick Morrison in the lightweight division.”
I make my move for the staging area when I see her on her way back. I don’t want her to see me talking with
my master.
***
Derrick and I had been staring at each other in silence for about five minutes before Stacy returned, only a basket
of breadsticks and our cocktails between us. My rum and coke, already halfway gone, waited patiently by Stacy’s
martini. Derrick’s blue moon, an arm’s length away from him, had lost most of its head. I had tried to ask him
about his flight and his time in South Korea, but he said that he didn’t want to have to repeat himself when Stacy
came back. He watched me instead.
“So,” Derrick said after Stacy returned, “I’d love to make this a regular thing, Stacy.”
Stacy pulled her seat out and sat back. “Dinner?”
“Yeah,” he responded. “I don’t mean in a third-wheel kind of way. Maybe after I find someone to go out with,
we can double date.”
Stacy looked at me, gauging my reaction. It was getting harder to predict where Derrick would strike next.
One moment he would sit back, as if out of range, waiting for the right moment to reenter our bout. This was his
moment.
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Stacy raised her eyebrows at me, saying with her eyes, What did you guys talk about?
“Well—” she returned her attention to Derrick—“sure, why not?”
She was trying to give me room to get us out of it, but for the life of me I couldn’t think of a way out.
“Thinking about rekindling an old romance?” I asked.
Stacy’s eyes widened. I guessed that wasn’t the best of topic, but before I could speak again, Derrick
answered.
“Several,” he admitted. There was a small pause as he watched Stacy. “Don’t worry, sis. I’m not getting back
together with Jessica.”
“Thank God.” Stacy sighed.
Derrick smirked.
“Any plans for the rest of the summer?” I asked.
“Not much,” Derrick said. “Looking for a new tae kwon do school.”
“Not going back to Hero?”
“I think I’ve outgrown them.” Externally, that made sense. In fact, it made me like him more, but I had
a feeling that he hadn’t “outgrown” their style of violence. He simply meant that they couldn’t teach him
anything. I had felt that way once, a few years ago, but now I realized that there was a lot to learn from lower
belts and even new students. Through studying with them, I could see their mistakes more clearly than my
own and recognize them in myself, the only difference being that my mistakes were disguised by speed.
“Any prospects?” I asked.
“Yeah,” he replied. “I’m looking at a school in the Round Rock that has coached a few Olympians.”
“Still hoping to qualify for the Olympics one day?” Stacy asked, trying to enter safer territory.
“Have to get through state and nationals first.”
“Tony and I are actually going to nationals in July,” Stacy admitted.
Derrick looked mildly surprised. He looked at me briefly, then back at his sister, then back to me. “To watch?”
“No,” I replied. “I qualified to compete at nationals last month at the USAT state championship.”
He turned to Stacy, who took a sip from her martini.
“You told me you would never go to another tournament,” he said.
Stacy put down her drink. She smiled at me, and then looked at Derrick. “It’s important to Tony.”
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***
Stacy often came to my apartment between her accounting and English classes, sometimes to take a nap if she had
been studying late, other times to eat lunch with me. It was often the only time we had together during the week
with our workload. We were in competitive programs at the University of Texas. Her business classes were taught
by some of the most nationally recognized faculty and while slightly less prestigious, I was taking full advantage of
the guest teachers from around the world in their English program.
Aside from being a convenient place to nap, the other perks of having my own apartment were seemingly
lost on Stacy. I reminded myself that we had only been dating for a little more than a month, and if I wanted this
relationship to last, it would be better not to pressure her.
That day, Stacy brought enchiladas that her mother had made the previous night. She passed me the container
and jumped on my love seat in the living room. I went around the corner into my closet kitchen to heat it up.
“You’d never guess what Derrick told us last night,” Stacy called from the couch.
“What?” I asked.
“Apparently, he got himself qualified for the national championship next month.”
“Come again?” I asked.
Derrick had been busy since coming back. Every night he hadn’t convinced Stacy to watch a movie at home,
he’d crashed our dates, with a different girl each week. The first time, I grudgingly suggested we eat together, which
started an annoying trend to our evenings. After the second time, I asked Stacy how Derrick knew where we were
going.
“I told him about it the first time. He was asking me about different restaurants, but I didn’t think he was
going to pick that one.”
I nodded.
“I didn’t tell him again,” she reassured me. “I had forgotten how protective he can get. I think maybe my mom
told him.”
So we stopped making plans for dinner until the moment I picked her up from her parents’ house. Whenever
her parents asked about our evenings, she told them, “He’s surprising me.” Which they seemed to find adorable.
Qualifying for the tournament was different. He was interfering with my plans. I didn’t want to just win the
tournament. I wanted to show Stacy that tae kwon do was about more than beating other people up. It was an art.
Competition was where true martial artists put themselves on display. Maybe then we could move forward in our
relationship, but having Derrick there would show her the opposite.
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“He doesn’t want to wait until next year to compete,” she said.
I put my hand on top of hers, squeezing slightly to let her know that I was trying to stay calm. “That’s not
what this is about, Stacy.”
She stood up, brushing my hand off of hers. “Then what is it about, Tony?”
“He doesn’t trust us.”
“What does that matter? It’s not like we were planning to have sex.”
Definitely not now. When I had first started looking into rooms, I looked at queen bedrooms, but once I
showed them to Stacy, she explained how two beds made things simpler. Less pressure. She didn’t want to set the
expectation that we were going to have sex.
“How’d he even qualify?”
She paced the room, stopping in front of me when I asked my question.
“There was another USAT-sponsored event last week.” She sat back down beside me. “He didn’t tell me he was
going.” She squeezed my hand. I sighed, mentally reworking my plans.
***
I see the staging area as I enter the section devoted to competitors warming up. Master Park has claimed a small
section of the padded floor to practice with his students.
“Kwang-jang-nim,” I say, bowing from my waist. I know he is angry because he ignores me for a moment
before dismissing the other students. He has traded in his master’s uniform for a black and white polo shirt and
slacks, an outfit that makes him look smaller than he is.
He strikes me on the head with a kicking paddle. I close my eyes and grimace.
“I’m sorry I missed our warm-up session,” I say.
“Young-Jae, where were you?” he asks. He speaks with a thick Korean accent despite the thirty-plus years he’s
lived in America, pronouncing his r’s more like l’s and the th sound like ss.
I can’t tell him I was hiding. Children hide. The other students gather at the back door to the staging area,
watching us.
“Park Kwang-jang-nim, I can’t fight.”
“You hurt?” He clips the ends of his words, making him sound especially blunt. He looks me up and down
but can’t find anything wrong.
I shake my head.
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***
As I entered the Kicking Dragon Tae Kwon Do Academy, I could see Derrick practicing through the windows. He
was with three other adults, kicking one large pillow pad held in front of them. They were taking turns back-kicking the pad. When Derrick approached the man, he seemed completely relaxed—until the moment he kicked. He
spun backward on his front foot, bringing up his knee and kicking with his heel. He was fast. I could almost hear
the sound of his kick ricocheting off the pillow pad and pushing the holder back a step.
As I opened the door to the school, I saw a number of tournament posters with signup sheets and framed
pictures of the instructor, a white, black-haired man posing for shots before breaking techniques. There were
other men around him, holding boards impressively, and he stood in a fighting stance, looking at the camera. In
another picture, he was standing over four blocks of sandstone. I couldn’t quite tell what he planned on doing to
the blocks—a downward palm strike, maybe, or a down-kick. I somehow doubted he would do a forehead strike.
Stacy had told me that he had been practicing there for a month or so. It was a Mc-Dojo.
A hallway led to some dressing rooms and another door that led to the observation area. About two dozen
chairs were bunched in different groups and a few students and parents hung around from previous classes. On the
back of one of the uniforms, there was a long Chinese dragon with the figure of a kicking person inside.
I pulled one of the seats away from the others and sat, watching the matted practice area carefully. Derrick
didn’t notice me. He was intent on his practice, but after a few minutes he slowly became aware that he was being
watched and took a look at the observation area. He squinted at me, then returned to his practice session.
I continued watching as they went through several more drills, some focusing on speed and others on power.
There was no strategy involved, just simple repetition. Their instructor, wearing a white uniform with black trim
around his collar and down his pants, repeated, “Faster! Stronger!” over and over again.
“Okay, everyone,” he said at last, “let’s take a short break. Get some water.”
Derrick grabbed a water bottle that sat against the wall and walked straight over to me. He stopped at the
divider protecting the observation area from students falling into any onlookers.
“What are you doing here?” he asked. “Sizing up the competition?”
“We aren’t even in the same weight category,” I said. I was in welterweight. He had to be at least one category higher
than me, middleweight—maybe even heavyweight. The lighter-weight categories usually faced much heavier competition, but the lighter a martial artist is, the faster he or she can move. In schools like this one, they tended to believe that it
was best to be at the top of the weight category; that way you have a few extra pounds on the competition and can strike
with that much extra weight behind your kicks.
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Derrick drank from his bottle.
“I wanted to talk to you about Stacy,” I said, relaxing my knees reflexively. “I need you to back off.”
“What do you mean?”
I didn’t appreciate his playing dumb. Everything he did was calculated. He knew what he was doing. I had
allowed him to corner me away from Stacy. It was time to fight back.
“I understand that you missed your sister while you were abroad,” I told him, “but you can’t spoil our relationship so that you can have more time with her.”
Derrick smirked.
“Why do you think I’m trying to spoil your relationship?” he asked.
I wasn’t sure I knew the answer to his question, but I knew I was right. It seemed like every time I hung out
with Stacy, I heard all about some injury Derrick had suffered after a tournament.
“That’s the problem,” I said. “I don’t know. I’m a good guy. I would never hurt Stacy.”
Derrick humphed.
“What did I do to make you hate me?” I asked.
Derrick looked at me scornfully. “Stacy deserves better than you. She deserves to be with someone like her.”
Then it hit me. “You think I’m like you.”
“You’re exactly like me,” he said.
He could not have been more wrong. He embodied everything that was wrong and misunderstood about tae
kwon do. He practiced tae kwon do as a sport, as just another way of hitting someone really hard. There was so
much he was missing.
“We’re nothing alike.” I turned away.
“We’ll see what she thinks after she sees you fight. In the end, you will do anything to win, just like me.”
I didn’t look back.
***
Master Park waits for my response, propping kicking paddles against his hips. I know he’s won. I have to tell him
the truth.
“My first match is against my girlfriend’s brother,” I admit.
“Ah, it’s about girl.” A wisp of a grin sprouts on his face. I didn’t expect him to react that way.
“No,” I say. “I mean, yeah, kind of.”
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He scratches his head for a moment before he replies. “You know why I ask you come to tournament?”
I shake my head.
“You stubborn. Never give up. Why not fight girlfriend’s brother?”
“Because it won’t end there,” I tell him. Derrick thinks he has something to prove, and losing won’t put an
end to it. Neither will winning. “He thinks he can win.”
“But he won’t?”
I nod.
My master swats me harder with one of the paddles. “Young-Jae, I ask you to come tournament ’cause you
make my school look good.” He pauses, obviously frustrated because he can’t think of the right word. “You waste
my time! If you not compete, you not come back.”
***
Master Park tossed another caramelized Korean candy in his mouth and crunched. Stacy, Master Park, and I sat
together in an empty section of the bleachers. We were watching the weapons division of the tournament on the
first day of competition, but Master Park had very little interest in it, so he took the opportunity to talk to my
girlfriend.
“Tae kwon do these days, too focused about fighting,” he said, struggling with the f sounds, pronouncing
them more like a b/p combination.
“But isn’t that sorta the point?” Stacy asked. “Tony keeps telling me it isn’t, but I can’t see any other reason to
learn tae kwon do other than to learn to fight.”
Master Park sighed. “Not all tae kwon do is fighting-centered.” He shook his head, thinking about how he could
explain. “I wish my daughter were here. She could explain better.” He gathered his thoughts for another minute, then
continued, “Americans want everything fast.” He gestures at the conference, the various rings. “WTF is prefect for fast
learning. It is new form of tae kwon do. ITF, which I teach Young-Jae, is older style. We don’t focus attacking. Strategy!
I teach how to think. How to live. Not only fighting.”
Stacy turned to me. “Why are you competing at a WTF tournament then?”
“Style not important,” Master Park answered for me. “Tae kwon do is tae kwon do. Even ITF, not good example
of what I teach. I teach, spirit of tae kwon do, not one style over other. For fighting style, I teach closer to WTF.”
“Even with ITF, there are a lot of political struggles involved,” I told her. “ITF tournament rules continually
change and there is no governing body to regulate them anymore.”
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“ITF kicked out of South Korea,” Master Park said. “They call it ‘communist tae kwon do.’ They made WTF
overnight.” He sighed again.
“Which is why their poomsae competition are so…different,” I said.
The poomsae competition had started on the opposite side of the conference center. One person at a time entered the mats and presented the pattern they had been learning. They would kick, punch, and block in a simulated
fight. Stacy turned her attention there and watched for a few minutes before commenting.
“It looks like it’s more about precision,” she said.
“Exactly,” I said. I had shown her a few of my patterns the day before, so I was glad she could see the difference.
“No power,” Master Park said. “They not consider the theory to make power. How to turn body, speed, and
fast motion. Only think about angle and posing for picture.”
“Oh,” Stacy said. “I remember that when I was in tae kwon do. We only practiced patterns for ten or fifteen
minutes, maybe once a week. Our instructor wasn’t very interested in them at all.”
Master Park and I nodded.
“WTF focus on kicking, fighting as sport very good, but only sport mindset bad for people.”
“There must be a balance between tae kwon do as a sport and tae kwon do as an art,” I elaborated. “Most
schools don’t practice weapons these days either. Not even Master Park.”
Master Park waved off the criticism. “It hard to bring in too many things. When I learned tae kwon do in Korea,
I learned bayonet.” He grabbed the air as if it were a bayonet and made a stabbing motion. “Can’t teach children that.”
He laughed. “You Americans.”
Stacy tried not to laugh, holding her lips in as straight a line as she could manage, trying not to make eye
contact with me. I chuckled. Master Park saw the humor. He meant it to be funny. He had grown up in a time
when Korea was still in turmoil. Once he told me that he had to learn a German poem in school, but he hadn’t
memorized it before the teacher called on him. So the teacher beat him bloody in front of the entire class. When
he told me the story, he smiled and laughed as if it was the funniest thing he’d ever said. The difference between
American and Korean education always struck him as funny.
“Do you have many Korean students, Master Park?” Stacy asked.
“Oh, no, no,” he said. “I don’t like teaching Koreans.”
Stacy raised an eyebrow at me.
“Except for me, sir?” I prompted.
“Of course, yes.” He coughed. “Koreans think they know too much about tae kwon do. Come to my school
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and see I teach differently. Not WTF or ITF exactly. Never stay long. I like dedicated students. Like Tony. Practice
hard. Come class. Help others. Follow tenets of tae kwon do.”
Courtesy. Integrity. Perseverance. Self-control. Indomitable spirit.
Master Park worked hard to show these things to his students, so they could model their behavior from him.
Originally, my parents wanted me practicing tae kwon do because it was my heritage. Every child in South Korea
had a black belt, although the standards of black belt within the WTF system had degraded to the point that it only
took a year to obtain it. Master Park made me wait three years. My father told me once that the Korean military
practiced a variation of tae kwon do, so every Korean male practiced it again in his adulthood. It eternally linked
tae kwon do with the culture of Korea.
***
“The divisions and match numbers are out!” Stacy shouted from her bed in our hotel room. She sat on the far
bed, close to a window. I had decided to splurge and get a room in the hotel that hosted the tournament. The two
full-size beds were covered in a dark maroon flower print comforter. Each bed had ornately carved headboards that
looked exactly the same. A flat-screen TV hung on the wall just above a double-wide dresser.
Weigh-ins had been earlier that day. I was easily within my category, but I knew many athletes had stopped
drinking fluids the night before in an attempt to make weight. Some athletes had to strip down to their underwear
in order to qualify. I had even heard stories of some athletes spitting in towels throughout the night and well into
the morning in order to make their weight. Last time I had checked, there were five other people in my division so
one of the people in our bracket would receive an automatic victory. I walked out of the bathroom and sat behind
her in the bed. The brackets looked evenly divided.
“Who’s my first match?” I asked, reading over her shoulder. She was really getting into the tournament. I had
been showing her how every motion in tae kwon do had a purpose and the purpose was never to hurt someone,
only to defend yourself.
“Derrick Philla—” she stopped. “Fuck.”
I didn’t say anything after she read her brother’s name. He was trying to humiliate me. I read the name myself,
just to be sure, and stood up. Stacy’s arms reached around my chest. She tried to pull me back to bed, but I barely
felt her arms as I pushed them away. She whispered something in my ear, but I couldn’t hear her.
I started to walk to the door. Derrick could push me only so far. Before I could open the door, Stacy gripped
my hand, hard.
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“He can’t break us up, Tony,” she said. She brushed her other hand through my hair.
“Stacy, you can’t make this better by coddling me,” I told her. “This needs to end.”
“Tony,” she said, pulling me closer, drawing me all the way into her embrace. She took three steps back into
the room, dragging me until we were in front of her bed.
She spun me around so my back was to the bed. Supporting herself on my shoulders, she reached up to kiss my forehead. Then she pushed me onto the mattress and pulled off her blouse. This was not how we were supposed to do this.
“Stacy,” I started to say, but I lost my voice.
She climbed on top of me.
***
Derrick sits in the staging area, where contestants wait in two lines, already facing their partner. He is the only one
without a partner. I don’t speak to him as I report to the man with the mike. Derrick’s body looks bigger in a tae kwon
do uniform, the black collar contrasting with the long white tunic and pants. The tail end of his shirt bears the word
TEXAS, but otherwise there are no logos anywhere. He is decked out in shin and forearm guards as well as gloves and
footgear. He holds his helmet in his right hand and chews on his mouthpiece.
The man with the mike gives me a form to sign. Stacy stands with her arms crossed next to the black cloth that
separates us from the competition rings. I sign the form and pass the paper back to the man, then walk up to Stacy.
***
As the twilight bled through the curtains of our hotel room, I watched Stacy lay beside me. The blankets were
tangled at our feet, discarded in our excitement. I pulled the thinnest one over us, kissing her forehead. She opened
her eyes and wrapped her arms around me.
“I love you, Tony,” she whispered.
I grinned down at her.
“Stacy,” I said, “there’s something I need to tell you.”
She looked up at me with sleepy eyes.
“I confronted Derrick at the Kicking Dragon last week. I know you didn’t want me to, but I was civil and just
wanted to talk about why he hates me so much.”
She frowned at me slightly but was otherwise silent.
“I went trying to make peace with him. I honestly did.” I kept talking. Now that I had started, I couldn’t stop myself.
I needed her to know that I hadn’t just slept with her because I wanted to avoid a fight, whether it was with her or Derrick.
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She sat up and dropped her legs off the side of the bed. “I told you how he would react if you confronted him.
You’re lucky he didn’t hit you right then,” she said.
“Stacy,” I said, but she wouldn’t turn. I tried to put my hand on her shoulder, but she brushed it off.
“Just give me a minute, okay?” she said.
I moved away, finally getting off her bed and lying on mine.
“I’m sorry, Stacy. I should have listened,” I said. She laid back down on her bed, pulling the thinnest sheet
over her nakedness, hugging one pillow tightly. I watched her for a few minutes, trying to figure out if she would
say more, but she didn’t.
***
“I was worried when I woke up and you weren’t there,” Stacy tells me.
I drop my gear at my feet, holding my hands at my sides. I am afraid if I put my hands anywhere else, she will
think I am getting ready to fight her. “I needed to think.”
“I thought maybe… you decided not to fight.”
“I’ve been training this whole year. Practiced my whole life for this, Stacy. You know how unfair that sounds,
right?”
She nods, stepping back.
“I love you,” I say. I feel like I am pushing her away.
“I can’t watch,” she whispers.
“I won’t hurt him, Stacy. You have to trust me.”
“I trust you,” she says. Her words strike me faster than any kick Derrick can throw. This isn’t about her being
afraid that Derrick or I will get hurt.
“You think Derrick’s going to beat me…” I can see the answer in her eyes as she turns away.
***
I watch Derrick’s eyes the whole time. They whisper his every movements before he even makes it. My master nods
to me as he takes the coach’s chair on my side of the ring. Stacy is hiding among the bleachers. Derrick’s instructor
sits in Derrick’s coaching chair. The ref calls us twice, once to calibrate our chest gear with two kicks to the chest
and the second time to fight. I wonder if Stacy is watching and whether or not we just broke up. I feel certain that
if she watches the fight, she will see that it is so much more than a sport to me. She will see my passion.
“Shi-jak!” The referee shouts.
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Cori Bratby-Rudd

The Dreams of Goat Children
Traveling in packs with my white lesbian mothers.
The O’s, not panhandlers asking for change.
But the O’s, in a circle, that follow like Pacman.
Tail, the bug eyes, in a straight line.
Not curved, they tug on the back
Of my cotton shirt.
Me, holding hands, the hands tear away.
In fear, the streak on my back, It stains.
They ask, in monotone:
“Did your moms try to force you to be gay?”
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Cori Bratby-Rudd

My Dog Keeps Getting These Damn Foxtails in Her Paws
Squeeze slowly. Let her sniff your hands.
But hold her torso.
Don’t let up the pressure.
Gently rub thumb and index.
Like pinwheel fingers.
Tenderly.
Avoiding nails.
As slow as our water heater takes to warm.
As soothing as feet sliding across one another in the middle of the night.
She will most likely scream.
And so I will have an excuse to hug her.
An oily blanket on my skin and face.
Pull as many hairs away
from the spikes
as possible.
One by one.
Don’t forget to hold her.
Down Before you:
Pluck.
One by one.

Pluck.

Pluck.

I think I would still caress the spines out like kneading in body lotion,
Even if we had money to afford to shave her.
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Hannah Clark

Stop Sign
Two children jump on a netless trampoline
rattling in their brown front lawn.
The smaller boy jumps, floats, but wavers in the zero g
and lands amiss, so close to rusty springs
I sense his black felt cowboy hat
will slip from the smudge of his head
and tumble to the still-hard ground
soaked in February sun. And he will follow.
My grandpa was this boy, I’m sure,
a thousand times. In the hay loft
of a ranch long gone in Kewanee, Illinois,
he wobbled on the wooden beams
and fell into the last gold shards of day and straw,
piled now on the cracked floorboards of his memory.
He does not know the boy. He won’t know me,
his granddaughter, late to see him die,
behind the wheel of her car now,
watching a boy fall down.
My grandfather’s asleep, I know
the kind, deep in white sheets on a plastic bed
with just his favorite hat, the nurses let him keep,
resting under one hand on his caving chest
as though he’ll wake at any moment, speak of hay,
and rise to cup the hat against his head.
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I won’t hear about the loft, the hay, the fall, ever again.
His hat is slipping, slowly,
from his light fingers, arm hanging
off the bed. I can see him without being there,
the long map of his veins against translucent skin,
the dust motes lifting in his short breath.
But the unconscious
motor of my hands, my feet, my lungs
decide for me: now I’m driving.
As I pass the little boy, he quivers through the air.
We brace for impact, he and I, but
his hat brim merely ripples in the wind
and his tiny naked feet rebound
against the trampoline’s far edge.
The nylon cradle, the rusty springs,
the child’s soft understanding,
bounce him back, not quite
upright, but just enough
to jump again.
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Hannah Clark

Two Confessions
I write it so small he won’t see
on my yellow legal pad
propped by the arm of the settee.
I love another, not the one I’m with.
Below, the tangy secret
of strawberries in my lap. As I bite,
their soft green frills cleave,
expose an electric swing,
a sweet finish to sustain my inner alchemy.
I don’t see the red drops
dangle off my fingers,
hit the creamy carpet and bleed
pink craters in my married beige.
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Hannah Clark

You Are
The pleasure of soft cricket song
heard only as I pass.
A glinting ambulance
screaming through my veins
and the holy silence in its wake.
Clear water streams and a trailing
wild vine, coruscating
along a slate and heather road.
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Jessica Lee Conley

Brinegar Family
Martin traces his daughter
Sarah’s right foot while she picks up the nippers
to clip her fingernails.
The leather he bought in Wilkesboro dips
as he slides the blade along the heel line;
The horizon forms behind Bluff Mountain.
The hikers follow its upward
curve and liken themselves to Martin,
with comparative implications,
“Once I dug a French drain,
shoveled stone until dusk,”
and the romance: chinking logs with clay,
climbing atop the timber to lay oak shakes
on the roof as Caroline, full-bellied,
harvests flax below. Laborious breaths—
Martin’s grandchildren walking the stone
steps to visit the old family home, to take life
and pleasure from the hard work of others.
The sun slides to the horizon
as Martin waxes and sews,
the thread framing thin Caroline. Their eyes meet
in the oblong. Pale-cheeked, the baby lies.
Martin attaches the sole
with maple peg
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souvenirs, they park their cars on the hill
beside the lot stretching the hips
that tuck for hours like capital L’s,
and, feigning grief at the sight of an infant grave,
they marvel at the elevation and step down
the path to drink from the spring,

which pours in curves.
Caroline bends down to retrieve the eggs
resting in a pool two degrees colder than the morning
while Martin dries groundhog hides,
fingers less lissome from years of sun and shoes.

Laces with plastic aglets
shake from a boot as it kicks the garden
A man offers to purchase the land,
offers to scuff off the muddy cemetery memories
and bury them back in the earth
that holds Caroline’s baby and husband.
Her hands are too old to dig her own grave;
she is tired of tugging bloodroot from
all the clay and rocks for drug merchants, too tired to ask,
“Do you want the black cherry bark?”

and leaves Caroline sleepless.
She follows the stones that tumble down,
moves in with her daughter Sarah.
Arthritic hands, dorsum over palm facing sky,
in a lap like a basket.
Sarah ties her mother’s shoes.
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fence to test its sturdiness.

Sufficient time has been spent
in homage. Now the grandchildren line up
Winnebagos in tow like a lineage.
The parkway is noisy

Anthony DiPietro

Self-Portrait with Wind in My Hair
In the crease of an open road map lying on the passenger seat, he finds
a book he reads, steering with his knees as his other hand strokes
cock—not his own, but whoever is asking
to be turned on.
In the book, a boy discovers
he’s a fag by lamplight while staring at a photo where a lamb’s blood
spills from four hands. One holds a bowl, one works a blade,
two others keep the lamb’s neck still.
While he looks, his own hands
paint his eye like a peacock plume with his mother’s mascara
and they mix a martini—not for drinking, for posing.
In the photo,
the man who cradles the lamb (you can tell it’s a man
by his forearms) has a son whom he beats some days
and some nights thinks of doing worse when the child
sleeps open-mouthed on the couch.
But not tonight. It’s this son
who writes the book, who snaps a photo without stopping the car.
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Mike Gravagno

Joe
It hit me, sitting alone on a bar stool for twelve straight hours, an unwanted complication to our simple arrangement of hooking up three or four or six nights a week. Love. A gooey ball of feels to rattle our precarious and decidedly ungooey arrangements. Shit. Her roommate (and legal husband) Sam called it a non-relationship, a term
he and I came up with during a different bout of drinking.
Non-relationship = all the trappings of a relationship with none of the (stated) emotion.
Un-relationship = the emotions of a relationship with none of the (beneficial) activities. I’ve experienced both
non and un-relationships over the years. They both suck. Casual was our thesis statement; our time decorated with
mutual mocking, mutual masturbation, and light conversation.
I’d been at the British Bulldog since it opened at eleven that day. My goals were simple. I wanted to drink
as many pitchers of beer I could from open to close. I wanted to read The Picture of Dorian Grey until the words
blurred on the page. I wanted to eat all three of my meals in the same bar, and watch the regulars come in and out.
I did not want to think about love.
I’m wrestling with what to call this girl. Saying She or Her gets repetitive, and imbues a strange, otherworldly
power. But using a name is too open of a declaration, too revealing for the person, too revealing for the writer. A
fake name is no good. “A rose by any other name would smell as sweet,” but it wouldn’t be a fucking rose then,
would it? There’s power in a name; there are truths and connotations. A name can shape a person, shape the way
they see the world, and shape the way the world sees them. There were six Mikes in my kindergarten class. There
are still parents who call me Mike G when I run into them, which is both endearing and irritating. I’ve only met
one person with her name. It’s uncommon, but not unheard of. That has to affect a person. She called me Joe, my
middle name, which no one had ever called me before. Or since. Except when she was upset, or pushing me away.
Then it was back to Mike, which felt like a slap of ice water across the face—my own name used as an insult.
***
I poured another pint. The beer was room temperature, pitchers aren’t conducive to drinking all day. My pace was
slowing down. I was twenty-three, had just graduated from the Defense Language Institute, a military school in
California, and was killing a couple of months before a translation job started. The students of DLI range from
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eighteen-year-old kids straight out of Basic to experienced and (literally) battle-hardened soldiers. If you stay there
long enough, everyone acts like it’s normal college, classmates all intermingling. Frisbee games on Sunday afternoons, barbecues, bar hopping, test anxiety, hookups, breakups, marriages: college. But college where sometimes
you’re in uniform, and you have to call the guy you saw puke at the bar last night, ‘Sir’. After graduating from
an eighteen-month course in Arabic, I filled my time with daylong bike rides, daylong litter pick up at beaches,
daylong binge drinking.
I wouldn’t call it the most trying time of my life.
A funny thing about the military: marriage is oddly encouraged. Sometimes it’s explicit.
My last week of Basic Training, one Drill Sergeant told us to get married before we ever deployed, then we’d
have something waiting for us at home. He didn’t say weigh the options, or make sure you find the right one, he
just said, “Get married, troops. You’re gonna need it.” As if a haphazard, slapdash, spur-of-the-moment marriage
wouldn’t make deployment overseas more stressful than staying single.
Other times it’s implicit encouragement. At DLI you could move off base if you were married. Staying on
base in the barracks meant dealing with the noise and smells of dozens of other service members, curfews, random
room inspections (which could involve an hour or so of standing at Parade Rest outside your rooms while the cadre
looked for contraband), group showers, daily playing of reveille and retreat (which require you stand at attention if
caught outside during the songs), the alarm clocks and habits of roommates, and the general knowledge and daily
reminders that your space is not your space—it belongs to Uncle Sam. Getting married meant you could escape
all of that. And you’d even get extra housing money. And the higher-ups still acted surprised when kids who had
only known each other for a year, or a month, or a few weeks got married and found an apartment together. Who’s
the bigger fool there, the kids or the system? A few of us took advantage of the hormonal quick decisions and were
inducted as ministers online.
Ah, the Universal Church of Life—they accept all denominations, belief systems, deities, the width and
breadth of humanity, and you can become a Minister for the low, low price of $6.95. $12.95 if you wanted the
classy embossed certificate, which I obviously did. You could make forty bucks or a case of beer for a quick weekend wedding.
I had a strict moral code: No marriages borne of love. I didn’t want to have any hand in two nineteen-year-olds
who’d only known each other for six months becoming that intimately and financially intertwined. But a couple
of friends who wanted to stick it to the man and make a buck? I could help there. If the military wanted to drain
us dry, we might as well repay the favor.
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She and the aforementioned roommate, Sam, were the first couple I helped make some extra cash, and they
bought me breakfast at IHOP in return.
And that’s when I started fucking my friend’s wife.
***
Around the fifth drinking hour of that day’s twelve, I ordered my seventhish pitcher of beer and finished reading
The Picture of Dorian Gray. Maybe it was the influence of the decadent romance of the novel or maybe I was stupid
drunk enough to acknowledge something that had been growing for a while.
Falling in love is unlike loving your family, which is easy. You’re born and meet your family; you’re told you
love them and you do. Loving your family is to falling in love as taking a nap is to running an impromptu marathon—stupid to compare, except they both take the better part of an afternoon. After a random period of roses,
late-night calls, early morning texts, coffees, brunches, drinks, holidays, Netflix binges, fights, tears, makeup sex,
you decide you’re in love with someone. The phrase “falling in love” tricks you, makes you think you’re not considering your intended’s career path, their overly-religious family, their morning drool, their annoying friends, their
Felicity fan-fiction, their fake British accent when drinking, that morning drool now spilling onto the pillow—but
these factors are carefully balanced, meticulously weighed, before telling someone you love them.
And when I say you, I mean I.
We had met months and months before through mutual friends. I heard about her from my friend Jasmine
before we met in person, in the form of the generic line, “Mike, I know someone who would be perfect for you.”
Jasmine was a sweet girl, but generally talked in clichés, so I didn’t readily believe she knew what kind of girl would
be “perfect” for me. Then one night, a group of us went to the bar and I met her. On the surface, Jasmine wasn’t
wrong about her. She was goofy, quick-witted, kind. She had a bombastic laugh, a sharp tongue, an easy smile. No
hints at past hurts, at strange views of sex and intimacy, at overarching grief and complications. But I guess everyone hides that shit at first—not on purpose, but it takes more than a night of drinking to peel back the persona
people show the world. Sometimes it takes years.
Come to think of it, below the surface Jasmine wasn’t wrong either. I spent a large chunk of my late teens and
early twenties attracted to damage and damaged people.
At the end of the night, my roommate Dan enthusiastically exclaimed, “I think I really like that girl.”
I didn’t tell him I thought I liked her as well, and he and I should talk it out. I didn’t explain that Jasmine
was trying to set something up (not that dibs should exist with people anyway). I didn’t say that he was two years
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younger than me, making her four years older than him, and he couldn’t even drink legally, and could barely talk
to girls, so it made more sense for me to ask her out, seeing as I took people on dates while he played video games
most Friday nights.
Instead I responded, “Yeah, I’m gonna get her number.”
Sometimes I’m a dick. Or maybe that first night there were already hints of what would strike me while alone
in a British-style pub months later.
***
Slurred thoughts stumbled across my brain: Should I tell her? What would that accomplish, really? Does the order
of chicken wings come with ranch AND buffalo sauce? Every time we escalated whatever you want to call what
we were doing, she pulled back. Then I’d take a step back. Then she’d move forward, asking why I seemed distant
(never really acknowledging that she had initiated said distance). It was cyclical. The first time I slept over at her
place, it was after a date with another girl, a date she knew I had. She texted me while I was out, and told me I
should come over after and “watch a movie or something.”
Maybe our relationship was less cyclical and more like the Bunny Hop. A dying dance where you go nowhere,
and you know you look like a fool but you don’t care. Because it’s fun. And part of me felt good knowingly making
dumb decisions after years of being responsible. It felt like high school again—that “I have no idea what I’m doing,
or what these feelings mean” type of emotion you don’t really get when you’re a grown up. There’s innocence to the
naivety; there isn’t a cynical expectation that everything will necessarily end fucked. Innocence is dumb, for sure,
but it has its charms.
Basically, every relationship before her was simple. Wait. Probably not. Memories shift to simplify life. The
newest circumstance is the hardest. The best. Depends on where you’re at. But it feels like before, I knew how the
girl would react to whatever I did or said, to whatever issue came up. Knowing everything gets old.
I didn’t tell her. When Sam showed up at the bar, I told him instead. I said, “I think I’m in love with your wife.”
He said I was dumb. I agreed. We drank. I paced. He said I was dumb (again). I agreed (again).
She ended it via text a month later, after I had moved away. I punched my steering wheel and hurt my hand and
was glad I never told her. I don’t think it was love after all. Because one of the oldest definitions of love (that I cared to
look up) says that, “Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does not blah
blah blah blah. Love never fails.” So, it wasn’t love then, right?
Except that all seems like two-thousand-year-old wishful thinking; what some ancient guy wished love would
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be after somebody etched out that, “it just wasn’t that fun anymore,” and “you don’t even really know me”, and “I
was never really that into it”, on some stone tablet and left it on his doorstep. In a perfect world, all that patience,
kindness, lack of envy, lack of boasting or pride, lack of dishonor or anger, lack of scorekeeping, hopeful perseverance bullshit would be true. You’re lucky if you get one or two out of that middle school laundry list. Back then?
That wasn’t love—I was simply stuck in arrested development and she used me as a safe placeholder until the right
guy came around. Win-win in the long run. I guess you can’t write about love with using a couple of clichés from
time to time. What the old saying about love should be is this: Love is ambitious; Love is rare; Love is simultaneously selfless and selfish; Never love someone who won’t let you go down on them.
She’s married now, for real this time. They seem happy from what I see on social media, they live somewhere
across the country. We still keep in touch, every year or two, shoot a short email or text message.
Sometimes she still calls me Joe.
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Caroline Kautsire

We Like
-After Gwendolyn Brooks
We,
curious similes, dance in the shared
clicking,
like
as alive. We,
plot twists in time-line imagery
feeding Ben, Sue, Peg, mysteries in
narrative. We,
pour paradoxes, shape different
emotions dipped,
in thinking
sense. We,
color conceits in conversations
craving to unravel,
bare
truths. We,
personify flashing screens, follow
loyal
best
friends. We,
sow symbols, smiles
in breaths,
picturing
sublime. We,
walking metaphors of worlds,
pulse,
real
for now
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Caroline Kautsire

Static
In the ward, she sees me
The doctor says psychosis;
it’s nonsense, I think.
Long brown boots, blue jeans
a collared shirt,
she looks good.
There is a spark.
Thank you
for being here, I whisper—often
in her ears, during our embraces,
not knowing how long to hold
on or pull away
we sit to talk—more whispers, stutters—a sudden
clearing
but not for long.
Words drip
from our mouths,
nothing to mend or remake
us:
I love you, eyes open
with a fake promise.
I love you, too, but . . ., it sounds like an excuse.
Between us there is
electricity.
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Love crackles, pops,
then friction—maybes, somedays.
There are no more words.
Our signal is lost.
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Hannah Kimbal

Self-Portrait (Nude)
How I step from the shower, pearly pink,
and twist my damp hair atop my head, a crown
of terrycloth, honey-thick hive.
How you tend to me like bees
their one queen, your fingers hum of one mind
tickling, sealing sweetness away.
How sovereign, I am bare,
a likeness looked upon. How honeycomb
keeps nectar swathed in wax.
How the pearl holds its pain
and grows lovely, opalescent; how the pearl
needs touch, the honey tending.
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Hannah Kimbal

Apple, Teacher
You are an apple again, he says, a Pink Lady.
This is an improvement on “pretty teacher lady,”
the oil he leaks each time I call for repairs,
today the AC. It’s ninety-five degrees out,
each degree apparent on my delicate face
normally pale as apples peeled for pie
now bright as a waxed Red Delicious.
It seems an apt comparison: apple, teacher,
an apple for a pretty teacher, a sweet
snack she can munch at her desk, polish off,
and return to the work at hand, the paring
of an hour to meet her students’ needs.
Apple, teacher: wholesome and common,
snatched-up, eaten up, fleshy things.
Apple-faced, apple-bottomed, ample-appled
teacher lady at the chalkboard smiling
on camera for all of America to see: how
will she save the lost, the anguished
youth of this country, all without breaking
a sweat, a heel, character, a heart?
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Weijie Lin

Ardent and Militant
Today a patient told me he would be ardent and militant in chasing back his health. And I was
struck by the beauty of this almost-paradox, how you need both the soft and the sharp, the arcs
and the stars, the flowing heart and the bullets. Water is both retreating and unrelenting—and
what we are made of. Fluid overload is patiently advancing to spear him. And as his wife had
passed, and his godmother is passing, and he has no other blood tying him—I thought, here
comes the tide.
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Christina Milliner

A Mural for Brooklyn
Under the sapphire sky
the wind gently nudges me.
It is Brooklyn.
Asking can I lend my
eyes,
ears,
heart,
and hands.
Why me? I ask.
See first
and listen
with an open
heart.
It will guide
your fingers.
Each despaired,
In search of a truth,
only you would know.
A man sits by the barred window
in a thirteen story building,
overlooking a basketball court.
He stares out with crimson eyes,
beaten by the faint traces of powder,
left around the rings of his nostrils.
The night calls him,
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beckoning that next hit.
The soft whisper of a
raspy voice crying out to a
lost Brooklyn.
In a housing project,
two boys play ball.
One on one.
Shallow, broken lights.
Do not hinder the game.
They move fast,
blocking, shooting,
with sweat pouring,
despite the chilly air.
Gunshots echo off the buildings,
they stop and look.
The ball rolls on towards a
lost Brooklyn.
She waits patiently on Fulton Street,
train delayed.
Hollow eyes in sunken sockets,
aimlessly staring.
A start of a new day.
Teenagers laugh playfully.
The old black man, with a crooked
smile, sings out of tune over a
Beatles track.
While a blonde-haired woman
rocks, twirls, side steps.
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Bumping into the lovers
standing near the edge.
One lays his head
on the other’s strong chest.
No apology,
as a dollar drops
into the pork and
beans can.
She pulls the sleeves tighter,
of a wounded Brooklyn.
Below the rumbling of
the passing train,
a mother and child sit,
on steps seeped with piss.
Worn suitcases,
shopping bags.
Mother’s head
buried into lap.
Small fingers caress a
bare back.
A face beyond its age
cast swollen eyes.
Soft prayers
from a child,
waiting for
God to reply.
A heart filled
with hope,
to heal a
wounded Brooklyn.
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In a Brooklyn College
classroom, he sits.
Not knowing if he will
finish out the semester.
Make his family proud.
The first graduate
he could be.
Is it worth it?
The corner
he keeps warm at nights,
where the fiends lurk.
Reaching out to him, as if
he is some kind of savior,
healing them of an affliction,
reminding him of a fate
meant to be.
Is it?
A heavy sigh
escapes his lips,
with little hope
of what tomorrow
can bring.
A cart full of used cans
pushed
along Moore Street.
Drunks,
with drowsy eyes,
sprawled out in front of
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the Liquor store.
“Where the hell you going?”
The cart keeps moving
past the long,
repeated cries
of chickens
caged inside
the poultry shop.
Past the wafting smells
of La Cocina restaurant.
Past the Puerto Rican
pastor, handing out
little booklets
“Jesús te ama mi amigo,”
he says.
The cart moves
slowly, the man’s
soiled feet
and stained
brown blanket
to keep warm
against Brooklyn’s
cold heart.
His cracked palms
pressing tighter,
searching for
a life that is
lost.
They march.
Desperate
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to be relieved of pain.
Left only with the
bitter taste,
of a chewed,
failed aspirin.
“Are you ready for the revolution?”
he asked.
“I don’t know.”
He runs towards the
stoned faces
in blue waiting.
Beer bottle cracks
across one of
their skulls.
Picket signs fly
in air, happy to
be released.
“Fuck peace,”
she yells amidst
the crowd. They all
join in this newfound
chant.
He’s been tackled,
thrown in the big
white van.
They March.
“Are you willing to go to jail?”
Another asks.
“I’m not sure.”
They March.
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Into the
outstretched arms
of the Brooklyn Bridge,
Who, welcomes
revolutionized hearts.
I stand behind,
not knowing
which way to go.
As the crowd pulls
further away from me,
Brooklyn’s soothing voice,
fills my ears.
Each word spoken
renews my spirit.
There is hope
for those who
have given up.
Peace will be
restored back
into broken souls.
Brooklyn nudges
me a little harder.
I walk in the opposite
direction.
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Nihal Mubarak

A Mother’s Love is Unconditional
Hassan Suleiman had not always been a terrorist, but only his mother really understood what this meant.
Look, she said to the reporter, a young woman with strange eyes. Look at this picture. This was his third birthday
party. You see how happy he is? This is my son. The mother was crying now, holding the old photograph against
her breast. The reporter signaled for the cameraman to focus on the mother’s face. Are you aware that your son is
a killer? The reporter asked. I made him a pineapple cake that day, the mother said. My Hassan loves pineapples.
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Hannah Schultz

Sink or Swim
I stood in the bedroom that Emma and I shared, staring at the tiny bump disappearing into the waistband of
my pajama bottoms in the reflection of the standing mirror. My legs were leaden, blood pooling in the soles of my
feet—heavy enough to anchor me to the oak planks.
Shit, I thought to myself. Fuck.
When that wasn’t enough, I said it out loud.
Then again. And again. “Shit. Fuck. Shit. Fuck.” Over and over again to the tiny bump.
It was winter, four months since Mikey and I’d returned from Yellowstone. Four months since the cold night
in the tent. Since we’d let the fire burn out. Since I’d craved body heat. Since Mikey had pinned me between his
pulsing muscles and the hard-packed earth. Since we’d stayed awake ’til dawn. Since deep shades of marigold and
crimson that I’d never before seen had bled across the ripening sky. Since I’d begged him not to go home.
Hands shaking, I pulled on a pair of trousers right over my pajama bottoms. If I looked, if I peered past the
waistband, I would see Mikey’s fingerprints. I would see the disappointment clouding Momma’s eyes. I would hear
the screams of Elaine as little Jack ripped through her. “Fuck,” I repeated as my fingers missed the button again
and again. My heartbeat climbed steadily, like a car pushed too hard on the highway. I thought that if you opened
me up, you might find an overheated engine, smoke billowing from the valves.
But I wasn’t hot—I was cold. Too cold. I found my overcoat in the closet and slipped it over my short-sleeve
button-down pajama top. I buttoned it up to my neck with frantic fingers, the fur collar itching the skin of my
throat, the world suddenly feeling too tight and small for me and the bump. I swallowed, but there was no room
for air, just the shrinking feeling. I unclasped the top button, and the pressure against my windpipe disappeared.
“Where you going, Bobbie?” Emma was sitting at the kitchen table, folding laundry.
There was always other people’s laundry in this house.
“Out.” I slammed the screen door closed behind me. Momma had started picking up extra shifts at Davis
Market & Grocery—the six to six, or halfway to hell shift, as she called it—so there was no one to stop me from
leaving. If she were there, she would have told me to fold laundry. “There’s a depression on, Roberta,” she’d say,
smoothing her already smooth hair into her tight chignon. “Why do you deserve a break if none of the rest of us
do?”
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The cold outside was the biting kind. The kind that nipped at exposed flesh. That wriggled its way underneath
layers of fabric to gnaw at you. That seemed almost alive in its animalistic instincts. It persevered until it had devoured you. You can eat me, I thought at the frost and wind, but I’m just skin and bones and bump.
Skin and bones. That’s why I hadn’t known. Last year, my period came only four times. Four spotty and thin
unexpected red stains in my panties. Four cycles abruptly ceasing after only a day or two. Momma had caught
me frantically washing out the blood with cold water and asked why a girl of sixteen was leaking. I’d always been
regular, so she knew something was wrong. Daddy had quoted a study from the University of Edinburgh in his
diagnosis, suggesting an inadequate diet and loss of menstruation could be linked to iron deficiency. More meat
and vegetables, he’d told me. I needed to start finishing my meals.
I promised him I’d eat more, but instead, I’d snuck half my portion to Mikey’s house whenever I could. Daddy was still in his position at the hospital, so we had a full table most nights—a spread of spaghetti and carrots,
sometimes with prune pudding if we were lucky. I’d heard somewhere that Roosevelt himself included the same
dessert in his menu, so we must have been getting along all right. Mikey and his family weren’t so lucky. They
didn’t give him anything but a watery bowl of Hoover stew and a cup of coffee most days at the charity kitchen
hosted by St. Luke’s, and Mrs. Layne once tried to stretch a casserole for a whole week. It didn’t matter if I was
skin and bones. I could do laundry and mend clothes and clean houses just the same. Mikey was the one who
needed muscles, lifting heavy machinery and standing on his feet all day and all night. Factory men needed
food, I’d told him once, passing over a buttermilk biscuit I’d swiped.
I couldn’t tell him the real reason I shared my meals—the real reason I would sacrifice everything to keep him
from becoming gaunt and starving like so many others, drowning day by day, the life being leeched out of them
by the labor of existence. I could picture her as clearly as that bleak afternoon on the hill where centuries of Laynes
had been buried before her. Her cheeks were so hollow, they looked as if they’d been scooped out. Her joints were
jagged edges. She used to dig elbows and knees into you when you held her on your hip, clinging to you with
knuckles clenched.
I remembered the fear in her eyes. It was primitive. Animal. I remembered how wrong it looked on a little girl.
How wrong her wild eyes looked, framed by pigtails and a shy smile. But we aren’t trained for survival; we aren’t
trained to scrape and claw and scream against the aching hunger. She never asked for more. She never cried. She
looked at what she was given with those wild eyes and accepted her fate. I’d looked in those eyes nearly every day
and never noticed the pain behind them. And neither had Mikey.
I was the one to give the Laynes the news. I’d been helping Daddy at the free clinic he ran every Saturday, and
Mikey had brought Sue-Ellen in for a persistent cough. I’d been the one to hold him up when his legs buckled, to
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explain what the next few weeks would entail, to tell him that children with malnutrition rarely survived pneumonia. He asked me not to let his parents know their hand in it. When Mr. and Mrs. Layne arrived, I’d been there,
laced my fingers through Mikey’s, as Daddy had tried to find the words to say. Words for blame. Words for cause
and effect. Words for sympathy. Sue-Ellen, coughing and sputtering on the exam table, was the elephant in the
room, with her flailing arms, like cloth stretched taut over a stick. The wet hacking echoed in my ears for months.
And now—I didn’t want the thought, tried to press it down deep into myself, but it kept rearing back up like
a mosquito buzzing from ear to ear. If I made myself wild, the thought went, if I scooped my cheeks into hollow
half moons and carved my joints into spears, then the bump would have no room to grow. It would be squeezed
out in a waterfall of blood that lasted for a day or two and then was abruptly over. I’d seen it with girls at the clinic;
new wives whose husbands couldn’t find work, who channeled their hope into bumps that curved their stomachs
outward like a ripe tomato. One week they’d turn up with their gaunt faces and blood-soaked clothes, cradling
their flat abdomens like a reflex, and Daddy would shake his head, lips pursed. Sometimes, they held a funeral.
Other times, they burned the stained sheets and dresses in the yard.
I shivered as I passed St. Luke’s. In the stained glass windows, I could see flickering candlelight. I hugged my
coat closer to myself, the wool scratchy against my bare skin. I wondered if Father Brown was inside, waiting for
guilty parishioners to wander in off the streets.
To absolve themselves of their sin. To convince themselves that they were innocent lambs through the power
of wishful thinking.
Momma would drag me kicking and screaming to those hard-backed pews to beg for redemption once she
knew. She would scrub my body with a bar of Ivory until it was stripped raw. As if that could appease the angels
above. As if that could undo every damning decision that I’d made.
Momma had been the one to warn me about Mikey in the first place. The first night she’d met him, the night
Jamie Fullenlove had practically turned her house into a juice joint, she had looked him up and down. From his
frayed gray workwear coat, to the oil smudge on his trousers. The next morning, she had announced I wasn’t allowed to see him again. Vi and Janice had both managed to find respectable husbands, she’d said. By respectable,
I knew she meant wealthy.
She said that going steady with a man like Mikey would hurt my prospects when the time came. But Momma
was a pushover if you played her the right way. I did, and Mikey got to stay.
I realized I was still stock-still in front of St. Luke’s, the candlelight shimmering in the crystal clear, crisp air
mesmerizing. Daddy would be entering that stone cathedral tonight for the Saturday clinic for Louisville’s poorest,
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and a lump rose to my throat. I closed my eyes, our last adventure playing in my mind even as I tried to push it
away.
The sandy ground beneath my feet had been a welcome feeling. There was nothing there except me and Daddy and wilderness. There was no Mikey. No Emma and Momma. No Laynes. No laundry to fold or clinics to run.
No bump. The scent of rotting wood and living things filled my nostrils. A woodpecker started up with a loud
knock on a tree nearby. A warbler chirped its call of churee, churee. A Tufted Titmouse whistled its distinct e-e-e-e-e.
A sparrow set off on a magnificently long trill.
Daddy and I entered the lush, humid vegetation of the familiar trail we followed each year on our annual
trip to the Natural Bridge State Park. Within minutes, sweat was pooling on my chest and between my shoulder
blades. Daddy had a rucksack slung over his shoulder, and I knew if I needed to, I could ask him for the canteen.
But it was too early to give in to the wet humidity of a Kentucky fall—I wanted to push myself, carve a piece of
adventure out of rhythm.
By the time we reached Fat Man’s Squeeze, Daddy needed a break, and I took the opportunity to turn around
and gaze over the gorge below us, sipping from my canteen. The cool water settled heavily in my stomach, and a
frantic energy danced over my skin, urging me to keep moving.
“Up?” Daddy asked. He was leaning heavily on his right leg, and I wondered if his old wound was acting up.
When he was serving as a medic in the Great War, he’d been shot right through his left calf. It was the wound that
had brought him home, and Momma had always called the scar his good luck charm.
From the stone staircase, we were birthed into a world of light and air. The sandstone structure looked as if
it had been carved by the giants of ancient myth. Dips in the stone showed where rainwater had pockmarked the
rock with its persistence. There were charcoal shards marring the natural landscape where some previous hiker had
built a fire. The wind picked up a piece of ash and carried it out over the canopy of evergreens below.
Daddy and I found our nook: a sturdy spot where the leaf detritus created a nice cushion and we could sit
comfortably with our feet dangling over the edge. He wrapped his arm around my shoulders, and for the first time,
it felt more like a weight than a welcome touch.
As we watched from high above, the sun burned off the last of the ephemeral mist in the gorge and bathed
the forest in light. The memory stung, bittersweet like a piece of baking chocolate stolen by child’s hands. The hike
down had taken twice as long as the way up, and by the time we arrived back at the Lodge, Daddy had been hobbling, one arm slung over my shoulders. Back home, Momma had been furious at the both of us—me for dragging
him on the road trip, and him for hiding the joint pain that had been mounting for months.
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“Bobbie, isn’t this a surprise.” A gruff voice jerked me from the images of emerald leaves and sunshine. “Lightning doesn’t usually strike the same place twice.”
I blinked, looking up. Father Brown held a brown paper bag in his arms, his spectacles balanced on the tip of
a curved nose. His voice was associated with long evenings squirming in the pews as a child, the smell of incense
and the piercing gaze of Momma as she made sure we bowed our heads for prayer, the bitter, cloying taste of wine
and stale bread.
“Come inside, dear. You must be freezing.” He put a hand on my arm, and suddenly, I remembered Sue-Ellen’s newborn rosy, chubby cheeks as Mrs. Layne held her over the baptismal font. I remembered Father Brown’s
weathered hands sprinkling holy, cleansing water over her forehead. Those same hands had traced her hollow
cheeks and closed her wild eyes.
They had held a Bible as he read the last rites, absolving Sue-Ellen of the sin of being born in the wrong place
at the wrong time.
“We have missed seeing you at mass,” he continued when I didn’t move, prodding, as if he hoped I might
confess the damning thoughts that hung over me like a swollen thunderhead.
I tore my arm away from him like a feral dog guarding a bone. “I have to be somewhere.” I left Father Brown
behind, the crunch of frost under my boots anchoring me to the present. I clutched at the last vestiges of warmth
emanating from that day at Natural Bridge, but like everything else outside of Louisville, outside of bone broth
simmering on the stove and piles of neighbor’s laundry and Daddy’s joint medication, it was now lost.
***
The Laynes still lived in their one-story house near Cherokee Park. A few of the shingles were missing and the
wooden slats hadn’t been repainted for the winter, which meant Mr. Layne probably hadn’t been home in awhile.
He worked as a traveling repairman for farms in Jefferson County and all around northern Kentucky, basically
begging to work on people’s tractors, mechanical cultivators, and planters, which meant he wasn’t home much
until the real winter hit.
I knocked, the wood scratching against my knuckles. Mrs. Layne appeared at the door not a second afterwards, a twitch of disappointment pulling her mouth down at the corners.
“Oh, come in, sweetheart,” she said, pulling me inside and shutting out the voracious cold, though it wasn’t
much warmer inside. They’d probably run out of money to buy coal for the furnace, or maybe they were biding
their time until it was unbearable to go without any longer.
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“You mind if I talk to Mikey?” I asked. I couldn’t help glancing down at her baggy flour sack dress, to the outline of her flat stomach, down to where only God and your husband should have been allowed to look, or so they
said. I imagined the honey sunrise joy when she and Mr. Layne had wrought Sue-Ellen into being—the damning
crimson grief when they had buried her body in the ground during planting season, reaping hollow tears and
hollow stomachs for harvest. The thought made me sick.
“He’s sleeping, but if you really need him. . .” Mrs. Layne trailed off, voice losing substance like smoke spreading out into the air until it was nothing. Mrs. Layne chose her battles carefully ever since Sue-Ellen’s funeral, as if
the effort of standing up to the day would break what little resolve she had left, which meant I could get away with
impropriety when I felt that needs must.
I creaked open his bedroom door. “Mikey.”
Mikey had been asked to work the night shift at the cemetery on Wednesdays after looters started trying to
dig up caskets for family heirlooms to pawn. He’d agreed to make up for his hours’ reduction at the factory, so he
tried to sleep during the day and wake up at seven at night once a week. He’d pretend it was morning as the rest of
the world went to sleep, eating breakfast and brushing his teeth, but he said he’d always doze off for a little while
during his shift anyway. I told him it couldn’t hurt anything; I didn’t know why they needed someone to look over
dead bodies in the first place.
I shook Mikey once, hard. I wasn’t one of those girls who would kneel down and stroke his face while his eyes
fluttered open. Those girls would have leaned close and whispered seductive things in his ear just to get him to kiss
them. Mikey didn’t give a damn about flirting— that was for couples who didn’t have anything else to talk about,
he’d told me once. I’d always loved that about him, the way he said what he meant.
That marigold and crimson dawn, he’d told me he loved me so much he thought he’d drown in it.
“Bobbie?” Mikey’s eyes were split wide open, and he was staring at me. He stood up, toe to toe with me. He
traced my red nose and cheeks, where the cold had whipped me raw. Then, gingerly, he opened my overcoat just
enough to see the plaid pajama pattern underneath. “Did you walk all the way here in this? Are you crazy? What’s
going on?”
I went stock still, then flicked my eyes down to the done-up buttons. Not in an undress- me kind of way, and
Mikey seemed to understand. Somberly, he unclasped each one, sliding the heavy wool fabric from my shoulders,
to his bed.
The waters were rising inside me, engulfing my lungs and drowning my sin like the flood in Genesis. My
cheeks were as hot as cherry-red coals. I couldn’t speak. Mikey’s eyes went to my stomach. I lifted my shirt just
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enough. And there it was, out in the open: the bump. The cattle brand from when his body heat had scorched me
that night.
The floodgates opened, and out poured the tears. Hot, fat tears. Salty tears that streamed down into my open,
gasping mouth, back into my body to be recycled into more tears. I trembled like I had in the freezing cold waves
at the Portland Head Lighthouse. Daddy had picked me up then, dangled my toes over the black rock beach, dried
the cold, salty water from my goose- bump skin with a towel. I pictured myself walking against the waves, walking
so far that the sky and sea were flipped. Walking so far that numbness consumed my flesh and bones. Walking
until I breathed saltwater.
“Bobbie, Bobbie.” Mikey was shaking me. I thought I felt my bones rattle inside my skin.
I shook my head, tears slipping down, down in an endless stream. “We’re both gonna fucking drown, Mikey.”
He wrapped his arms around me, the muscles drawn tight. I’d never seen him cry, but there it was: the quivering lip, the red-streaked skin, the tears veiling the blue of his irises. His tears soaked my pajamas, and I thought
the weight of him leaning on me might crush me. Me and the bump.
But then I was no longer supporting him. My boots dangled above the scratched hardwood floor of his bedroom. My tears dripped uselessly to the ground below. His arms were gripping tight.
“You’re just skin and bones, baby,” Mikey breathed against my neck. Flyaway hairs stuck to my cheeks. “I can
feel your ribs through your shirt.”
“It doesn’t matter,” I sputtered, hiccuping like my nephew Jack when he threw a tantrum.
I couldn’t catch my breath, as if my lungs were ballooning with water, the oxygen slowly consumed by the
rising tide. Mikey’s embrace, his broad shoulders, spread my arms wide, gravity bearing down on my chest, as if I
were about to be crucified. I struggled against him. “P—put me down.”
Mikey dropped me abruptly, and my heels hit the hardwood with a thump. The pain shot through my feet
and up into my shins like firecrackers on the skin. His eyes were a brilliant, clear blue, like the lake a day after
it had stormed, when the sediment and debris had settled to the bottom and the surface became so clear that it
seemed only a couple of feet deep. I saw pain in his gaze, and suddenly, it was Sue-Ellen staring back at me with
those wild, hurting eyes of hers.
“I shouldn’t have come here.” I grabbed my overcoat off the bed. “I need to go.”
Tremors shook my fingers as I tried to do up the buttons, and frustrated tears pooled in my eyes. With every
missed hole, the tension in my chest expanded, until my breaths were taut and labored.
I felt Mikey’s hands slide over mine, but I didn’t look up. “Please stop, Bobbie. Breathe.”
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He took a deep breath, and I couldn’t help but mimic him. Gradually, my frantic breathing slowed. He tilted
my chin up until his gaze was even with mine. “Do you remember what I told you? I love you, Bobbie. So much.”
“Enough to drown in it.” My voice was raw and scratchy. I pulled at a loose thread on my coat, bitterness
spreading through me like oil in saltwater—contaminating everything it touched.
His smile was waterlogged. “Enough that I’ll keep you afloat. No matter what.” As he spoke, his eyes went
foggy, and I knew he was thinking of Sue-Ellen. When he looked at the bump, his eyes softened. For him, maybe
this was redemption. His moment not to let life slip through his fingers. To reclaim the joy that had fled that day
at the cemetery. For him, this could be a second chance.
“No matter what,” I echoed, my voice hollow. I didn’t have the heart to take away Mikey’s salvation—to let
him sink into his grief without opportunity for absolution. Maybe, in time, I could convince myself that my world
was safe enough to nurture life. Maybe, in time, we would both forget how strange that animal fear looked in a
little girl’s wild eyes.
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Robert Eric Shoemaker

If Once You Were German.
-For Evelyn Shoemaker.
If once you were German, you are now my piece of history.
You floated in the streets of Berlin before it became a nouveau-riche haven,
and you threw hollowed out bricks
into real glass windows
and broke the rules.
You tell me how fragile your childhood experience
how happily you called out to Father Christmas from the porch stoop
as Father Schweizer crept sideways with
his tar-black boots and cheap presents.
You wrinkle your eyebrows, your whole face wrinkles,
pursing up like a very sage walrus with yellowed tusks and soft skin,
and you say it again, how fragile your childhood,
when you walked onstage and dropped the armful of plates.
If once you were my heroine, you are now fine China on a shelf
not an exotic land none of us have ever seen—
inside a lacquered cabinet, unable to collect dust, as is natural.
I wonder what it would be like to polish your broken tusks, lather up that pruned face,
and take you out for one more whirl about the town, hot-and-scanty, we!
Would you remember me
as my Volkswagen turned about the familiar streets where once
in dreams you sauntered?
Once you were historical, but now we are a history
as we float through the streets of Godland: one hand on a cane, one hand on the earth.
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Cristalle Smith

Wail II
Boy, I’d write your eulogy. Take
all the broken promises and cut
words until letters jumble, decussate
In a pile on the floor. Crumple up
your mustache. Stuff it in a sticker
box that I repurpose as a first-aid kit.
Dip your glasses in glitter. Cover
up thick black retro frames. Tangle
them in my violin strings. Strange
boy, I’d take your text messages.
iPhone to Android, I love you.
play them on loop over names
you called me. I’ve never told
anyone that before. Your Ma
was somewhere dying; mewls,
Boy, I’d hold you close. Keep
Your secrets breathing in lungs;
Air comes. First. Cells divide.
Second. Cells malignant. Humming
birds appear. Dancing wings, body
still. Near your visored helmet. GoPro,
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Boy; I’d sing your censure. Take
my longing and put something
with pens and meaning and Highway
97 North road bends. Mabel
Lake. Signage for construction Stops.
I am a girl raising
a kid. We ride like we’re avenue
warriors. Sojourn with the temperature
gauge. It tilts up. One-man band,
You tom-tom my skin.
Clap. What can be said
of a man who’s always dying?
of a man who’s already dead?
Boy, I’d mummify your memories
in soft cotton wraps from my medicine
cabinet. Slather them with witchy salve;
Cover up formaldehyde. Tuck
the coffin box away. Under a slab
crawling with ladybugs. You took
my heart. Prince George Boy,
I’ll be your strength, you said.
Carry on. Protect me. Off. You left
The lights on once, wailing
In the night hours. Boy,
I’ll make a Lite-Brite from your fucking
Pinewood casket.
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Cristalle Smith

Sinatra on Metal Rivets
Do you know
what’s strange
about losing
a connection
to a person?
Sometimes there’s a phantom pain.
Appendage. A conduit
in between.
A leg to send love
Messages. An arm to hold
The space. Fingers to weave
Shadow boxes and necks to bear
the weight.
Do you know
in between? I’ve learned.
There are steps to writing a good poem.
A Canadian poem. A womanly poem.
A poem from the prairies.
from the Rockies
from the black fly
cottage swamps
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Out East.

Snakes piling up
In Manitoba. Fill a white
Plastic bucket with coils.
let

them

Here’s what I know:

slide free.

Write about Leonard Cohen.
All the deep writer girls
Talk about the dark holes
Of their belly buttons. Their fingers
Running on their tummies. Grab
a mic and pull
It close. Sinatra on
metal rivets. And croon
Cohen. Croon it
long and slow and urging.
Sing about dusty
Guitars and men
gone
to oil rigs.
Men gone to cowboys. Men gone
To alcohol. Gone to pickup trucks
And waterproof boots. To brothels
far off from White Avenue.
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Gone to Daddy. Gone
To grease. Gone to aching
longing fucking fighting
To a mistress in a swanky
Hotel someplace far away
Like Toronto.
Add seas of golden wheat
Swaying under endless prairie skies.
Draw a doodle to hand craft
Perfection plastered to a hope chest.
Lacquered to freeze the moment when he says
he believes in you.
Remember it all enough to write it down.
Think always of missing arms
And legs and hands and necks
Holding up faces, familiar
But impossible to recognize.
Play those memories like it’s mother
Fucking Groundhog Day and you’re Bill
Murray and you just don’t give a fuck.
Master the piano. Let your wrist
Jiggle to make some vibrato
on your violin.
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Be alone. Always alone.
Watch how the yellow lines
Curve along Highway 97
North. Stop
your car in Enderby and cry.
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Cristalle Smith

Wail III
August 23, 2017 | By C. Smith
BRITISH COLUMBIA—A relatively unknown filmmaker and editor was found ensconced in a
sepulchre of mud in the thick of Black Spruce below the Coquihalla Summit. Excavators
laboured for hours to remove his rigid fingers from the frozen form of a hummingbird, nestled in
the palms of his black dirt bike gloves. Clutched to his chest.
It is suspected that the man lost control of his motorcycle when he hit an unexpected patch of
blackwater from the Suwanee River. Local authorities were confused by the sudden appearance of
the tannin laden liquid. It seems the river broke the time space continuum. Jumping across the continent to take the man down. A rescue boat was sent on the Coldwater River, until the grease from
the gears of his white dirt bike sunk the ship. For those in peril on the sea. Damp earthen
heat permeated the scene and algae muck from the backs of Alligators and Manatees preserved
the predatory face of the unknown man.
During autopsy. Mouth found to contain several Cicadas riding Palmetto Bugs. Outfitted with
lances, spears and violins. Prodded by scalpels, the Cicadas whisper rush from nightmares and
sweep through the trees. They arrive at the ears of a young Kelowna woman who hears them sing
every night when she tries to sleep. She can’t sleep.
Heart weighed 504 grams. Rapid froth weighed down the ventricles. Latex hands scooped away
the mess. Medical Examiner went out for soup. Pho. Beef broth noodles. Took half home in a
Styrofoam container that looked like a large hot chocolate cup. Gelatinous blob.
When the man’s boots were removed, a Red Tide washed out from his toes. Sanibel Island
seashells swamped fishy guts onto the floor. Police sent the tangle of calcium and bowels to
Rum Island Spring where they were accidentally repatriated to a tourist family from
Wales. Chief of Police turned purple in disgust.
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Medical Examiner noted that the Loop of Henle was replaced by coiled Coral Snakes. Red and
black, you’re safe, Jack. Red and yellow, kills a fellow. For some time, the man had been
functioning with a Water Moccasin as his liver. Kept warm and safe in a bed of Spanish Moss.
Ponce de Leon pronounced the man dead on arrival and fought to have his corpse brought to the
Oldest Wooden Schoolhouse in St. Augustine. Weighted down by a rusty sea anchor to stop the
hurricane winds from erasing it from the swampy sands.
Girl couldn’t be reached for comment, but she was seen tending a patch of Sunflowers just below
the Arctic Circle holding a copper watering can. Her eyes were clear with sadness and her
mouth resolute in loyalty. Her hair lifting, slight, in the breeze. Dancing in the summer winds.
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Shelley Stoehr

Dating Decisions
What to wear—
A skirt? No, pants—
These jeans that fit
Just right? Or maybe
This other pair, the ones
Loose and worn, with
Holey knees, which seem
To say, “I’m so cool, I don’t
Care what you think”?
Should I swipe that new
Opal-esque eye shadow
Across my eyelids? Do
I smear on lipstick or gloss or
Would either seem as if
I’m trying too hard? Perhaps
A light coat of mascara
Is enough and says,
“I’m put-together, but
Definitely not desperate
Nor trying to impress.”
Still in my underwear
As I ponder difficult
Dating decisions . . . and oh
Shit, while I’m at it,
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Do I want to change
Back into a thong, or
Does it, will it matter
What’s under my clothes?
Oh no, oh God, I wonder
When we meet,
Do we shake hands?
High-five, hug,
Nod noncommittally,
Or say something—
Friendly or proper or casual,
Like, maybe I’ll say,
Hi, how are you?
How’s it going?
What’s happening dude?
Hey, what’s up?
Or just simply, “Hello” . . .
Or is it better I not say anything,
Just smile and look pretty,
Happy but not overJoyed; confident enough to
Wait until you speak first?
Shit.
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I’m still not dressed, my clothes
Are strewn all over the bed,
Across the back of the chair,
Piled on the floor, plus
My mouth is dry from practicing
Opening lines that don’t sound forced and
I can’t even choose the right goddamned underwear,
Or shade of lip gloss or . . .
Maybe
I’ll just stay home.
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Shelley Stoehr

Empathy
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Larry D. Thacker

Deaf man hands out Rune guides
A man makes his way from the coffee bar
to the tables, lips moving only in hushedness,
hands and arms moving louder, a whir of action
verbs, as he makes rounds through the room,
accustomed and business-like with his hand out.
I study his work, for it is harder work than any of us
will do that day, whether in our cynicism we believe
he’s really deaf or not. His eyes—the root
of punctuation now—essentially lock with the eyes
of whomever he speaks when handing them
a multi-folded paper:
Hello, I am selling this Deaf Education System
card to make a living. $1.00 God Bless You!

I’ve questioned my wallet before he reaches me,
preparing perhaps for a quick transaction, but
admiring what I’ve translated as trusted sincerity.
We trade smiles, a few bills for his brochure, he
moves on to other tables, I examine his paper.
The fingers and hand movements draw zig-zag lines
in the air in front of the chest and face of the cartoon
men and women in the brochure. The paper’s been
copied too many times for the details to teach
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with much remaining clarity, but the messages
are clearly in there,
like the fading myths of runes,
or cave paintings, today’s true mystics must guess
at but surely come close to understanding:
change, child, home, and understanding—wind,
summer, water, answers, book, born, and happy.
Sign language must be taught in person,
I figure, struggling with the smudged illustration
for the random word, COFFEE, some two-handed
twist and lift confusion.
The man is leaving,
walking by me separated only by panes of tall
glass, our being able to speak of no consequence,
his motioning the phrases THANK YOU
and I LOVE YOU, so very clear that lam
in no need of his brochure for a translation.
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Larry D. Thacker

The Blank Rune
Must what happens at a place
be the only thing that haunts it?
Can what is to come do the same?
Or what should happen or what
should have happened rather than what did,
haunt a place to hell? Ache a place
to sorrow with what might have been
with its visions of the rightness, of wronged
men and women’s lost alternate lives.
If this be the case, who will be these
unembodied souls worrying the hardwood
to creaking, curious what’s in the cabinets,
calling our names from the corners of the house,
leaving scribbled notes we don’t recognize, but
suspect we jotted half asleep, something
whispered to us in unearned slumber
we will never remember
by daybreak.
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Dameion Wagner

Room 152
or Room 152?
I don’t
remember
soft sounds
your name
makes posted
outside
the room
I walk in
double-take
take-measure
limp hands
languid lips
gray hair
fighting
dyed red.
Butch
brushed it
to feel like
you weren’t
no one
no one knew
you anymore.
Gray sky didn’t
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change did it?
Even when
blue
chicken wire
layered
each window pane
fine
reminder
serving time
here
in this place
where nursing
a massed body
hoisted up
over-sideways
pain patches
lotions
water straws
peeling lips parchment
tongue an earthworm
in the sun
hot medicates your
liver whole body
revolt kicked
out your teeth
beautiful white
teeth. Meals
liquid liquid liquid.
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Terriane Ward

Love in Stories
The night carries flashbacks to my bedroom door. The popcorn ceiling and the blue walls of the old shotgun-style house sweat from my pores, wrapping my skin in layer after layer of youth. The laminate floors and
wood-paneled box that we called the kitchen sits in my left hand, ready to be thrown into air and caught by the
weight of my blanket. I toss and turn, sit up, lay down, curl in the fetal position. Damn these memories.
Tonight, it’s my mother. She sits at the foot of my bed, her face marred by her fifteen-and-a-half-year absence.
She tries to smile, but I can’t recall if her teeth were straight or crooked, so the skin over her mouth draw itself into
a line. She wants to talk. She always wants to talk. I don’t have the energy to speak and hold the brick house that
sits on my core, the flames of the memory licking at my chest until puddles form under my breast. My childhood
dog, Jack, goes swimming.
“Not tonight,” I tell my mother. Toss. Turn. Pull off the cover to extinguish the fire. One leg hangs over the
edge of the bed. It’s too provocative with its glistening black skin. The thin ankle tilts just so, and my foot becomes
an oar’s spoon as I kick against the rise of traumas.
“I’m too old for this shit,” One hand cranks behind my head, counting sheep, counting the memory of popcorn dots on a ceiling that once looked like flocks of sheep.
Even when she was alive, my mother was my imaginary friend.
“I just want to sleep.” Tears spring to the back of my head where her true body lies—cold, dead, not quite
Sleeping Beauty. My mother rubs my leg. The varicose veins that river her calf muscles swim through me and pour
out across the floor.
I sit up, push the blanket down—down Goose Hill where we lived before she died. Geese splash onto the
carpet.
A rose bush blooms beside my head, the possums scratch from the underside of my mattress, the concrete
front porch rests against my back. Our yard is in my room along with the fence that time built between us.
“What could you possibly want to talk about at …,” I check my cellphone, “1:43 am?”
She doesn’t know cellphones or cars with built-in parking. She doesn’t know that Donald Trump is President,
though she smiled once when I told her about Michelle Obama. She wears a nose ring that hangs from her wide
nostrils like that of a bull. Her hair floats around her head in a haphazard halo.
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I pluck out my eyes and hand them to her. I peel off my eyebrows and stick them to her face as if she’s Mrs.
Potato Head—one of the toys she’d given me for Christmas one year in a memory that I might’ve made up. I give her
my chin, molding it to the pointy square that she once wore. I grab a scarf from the closet and tie it around her hair,
covering the ears that never listened anyway.
I see me as she sees me, but they’re my eyes, so I see me as I see me. Tall. Classic. Stunning? Afraid. The fear
started when I was twelve, when she died. It hasn’t stopped or slowed down but rolls widely across the backyard,
hitting the fence and pingponging forward again and again. Why am I still so young? In only a decade, I’ll be
thirty-nine. I’ll be two years older than my mother. I’ll know all the things she never got to know about the years
she never got to experience.
She doesn’t know of Snapchat and thinks Instagram has something to do with Billy Graham and a prayer
chain. The church sits on my left shoulder, tilting my body until I curve beneath the stained-glass window of Jesus
feeding the 4000. The prayers I have now are less fervent than the ones of my youth. I do not plead for salvation,
just the quieting of my thoughts.
I reach into my mouth, pull out my molars and the square white pellets of my other teeth. She wears them
grotesquely behind the line of her mouth, so I peel off my lips and they meet her skin like Velcro. She might look
like me, but I’ll always resemble my father.
“You know I loved you, right?” She starts. I take it as an accusation. I have no teeth to contradict her. My
aunts grab my chin and the back of my head, their hands guide my skull into a nod. They tell me the stories of my
mother’s love. This reminds me of how my sister pays the tooth fairy’s bills only to collect my nephew’s teeth and
throw them in the trash. I try to shake them away. Tonight only has room for one ghost.
My mother loves differently. Harsh looks and mean words. No, empty bellies and full coffers for the neighbors. No, stories. My mother loves in stories. Once she was a corner of a love triangle and the other girl slashed her
throat, giving her a scar and a lie to tell. Once my father was a prince from a faraway planet and I should stand in
the street at night and wait for him. Crank my neck to the sky, count the stars, discount the helicopters, and catch
the UFO that looks like a lightning bug flying toward me. Once she was not my mother. Her voice was rougher,
bitter, threatening. Her eyes were vacant, drugged, possessed. Not My Mother would corner me in a room and
stare until I cried, forcing me to gaze into those eyes that held vacancy only for evil. I never know which story she
wants to tell—of her mental illness, her addiction, her other selves.
Moving forward, my mother releases my aunts’ grip on my chin so that they vanish. “You know I loved you,
right?” She repeats. But she had loved me wrong and I will not lie.
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Beside the bed, I am seven. I roller skate on ice. I crack my head. I learn about friction. I do not tell my mother. I am nine. I ride down the basement steps in a plastic trashcan lid. I flip over. I hit concrete. I crack my head
and stop breathing for thirty seconds. I do not tell my mother. I am thirteen. I take a belt and tie it to the pole in
the basement. I hang myself from the ceiling. My feet drag on the floor. My father comes, stares at me with a vacant
expression. We cannot tell my mother.
I walk to the kitchen and grab a glass of water. She follows me, floating on the same pedestal my family put
her on since she died. I make a sandwich, but recall that I have no teeth and no appetite. My mother eats my meal,
drinks my water, devours me with my eyes.
“You know I loved you, right?” She dances across the kitchen, her hips swaying below her thin frame. She’s
naked. I wrap her in aluminum foil and make a bow from the television remote. She doesn’t know of smart TVs
or Blu-ray players.
My mother opens the blinds, looks out into the street for government spies sent to kill her. Once I had a twin
that government stole when we were born, while he was still wrapped in his milky red placenta. They only wanted
boys for their program. I miss my storybook brother.
She hums a song. It’s either a church hymn or a lyric from “My Girl” by The Temptations. Church words
remain a temptation as my mother dances herself to life. Ghosts are demons in disguise. My mother’s stories are
never lies. I can’t see myself; my soul has no eyes.
“You know I loved you, right?” Her hips sway a rugged staccato into the living room. She loops around the
black coffee table before running to the door and peering out the peephole, one finger to her lips to silence me
against the neighbor’s footsteps.
My heart pounds against my ribcage. I wait for banging on my door, the jiggling of a lock to signal an intruder. Keys fumble. A door creaks open and slams shut, echoing down the deserted staircase. I pull out my heart and
hand it to my mother. She stares at it, laughs an empty sound, and lights a cigarette. The smoke plumes around
my head.
In the kitchen, I am eight. It is early on Sunday morning. The sun isn’t up yet. I have crust in my eyes and a
sour tinge to my breath. I sit stiffly in a cushionless chair, my head is bent, and my mother slides the pressing comb
through my hair. Blue Magic hair grease sizzles on the back of my neck. The crackling sound and threat of boiled
skin scare me. I jump. My mother slaps me—a quick pop to the cheek.
Now my hair is natural, unpressed, and untamed by my ancestor’s ambitions. My mother squints my eyes at
me and reaches up to touch my afro, digs her fingers down to my scalp, messages. She doesn’t know crochet locs or
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cowashes. Satin caps or coconut oil by the jarful. But she smiles as if my kinky curls are all the result of the juices
in her womb. I cannot argue otherwise. My mother loves in stories.
We sit down. She’s on the couch. I’m on the floor at her feet with my paddle foot sliding back and forth
against the waves of the carpet. I rest my head against her thigh. Jack scampers into the living room and rests his
head on my lap. His semi-mangy fur falls to the ground in clumps. He is malnourished; we all were back then. He
ran away from home, joined a gang of wild dogs, walked me home occasionally when night hit the block before
the streetlights. He was run over by the man down the street. Everyone knew this, but no one sought justice. Jack
was just like us, so no one sought justice.
I turn on the television. Clips of MSNBC run across the screen. I change it before my mother realizes that the
country is on the edge of a Twitter-fueled Watergate when it comes to politics.
Both my parents sit on the far couch together. They are in their early thirties. My father’s head is in my mother’s lap. His wooly hair scratches against the stiff denim of her jean shorts. They’re beautiful in a way that’s only
possible by hardship. Their smiles have sloshed through mental illness and drug addition, misbehaving children
and unenthusiastic teachers, missed rent and angry landlords. They are beautiful in the way only Black parents can
be beautiful. They hold history in their flesh, sorrow in their marrow. Their skin is protest, their existence rebellion.
They laugh and kiss, read the obituaries with solemn expressions, pouring out imaginary drinks for lost classmates
and cousins. Everyone is cousin.
My parents love each other. They collide like galaxies—his charisma and her intellect—making beautiful
chaos of their children.
I flip to YouTube, introduce my mother to KPOP. She’s like me in that way—willing to explore new cultures.
We watch a Turkish drama, subtitles spinning across the screen over a language that smoothly details its otherness.
The language skips across the room, letters plaster themselves to the walls as if attached by double-sided tape.
I give her my words, plucking syntax from my soul to form a crown around her head. Some petals cut from
my frontal lobe to shower her in circular logic as she declares, “You know I loved you, right?”
Across the room, I am eight and my mother is a forest fairy. She chases me through the backyard. I climb the
tall, metal fence as she reaches for my ankles to yank me back down and devour me. I fall to the ground on the
other side, hurting my foot as I land between dirt and gravel. I want to pause her hunt, tell her that I am afraid,
that the throbbing in my ankle needs attention, that the distance she builds between us needs attention, but she
starts to climb the fence. I circle the house, run in a hamster-like futility and jump the fence again. She recruits my
older siblings in the chase. Their punishment will be equal or worse if I’m not caught. I run into the woods, deeper
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until I’m sure that I’m lost. I run inside myself until I am sure I am lost. I won’t come out until well after sunset,
until we broth grow tired, and until I accept my punishment.
I am my mother’s most defiant child because I am the most like who she used to be. Intelligent. Kind. I am
most like who she could never be. Falling inside myself. Disconnected more than even her frazzled mind would
allow. It’s rebellion. This shallow death I swim is rebellion. The anxiety, the isolation, the mommy issues. They’re a
revolution. I refuse to see her as less than what she could have been. Thus, my eyes always gaze at her with disappointment. She is the patron saint of failed childhoods.
I feel bad that I always see her this way, even when she wears my twisted face, even though she died when I was
twelve, and I was supposed to only recall good things about the dead. Maybe that’s why she haunts me—I keep her
in limbo. My anger and grief are her purgatory. My curses close the gates of heaven in her face each time she tries
to RIP. I told God that I wouldn’t go to heaven if she were there. I made Him choose and now I’m stuck with her
wandering soul waking me up at 1:43am and borrowing my eyebrows.
My mother starts to sing. I can’t recall if she was a good singer, but at least she seems aware of the notes.
Beautiful baby. Beautiful child. Always sweet-tempered, loving, and mind.
That’s how my aunts swore she saw me, even when I was ripping apart her Mother’s Day gift because my
sisters had given it to her early, because they hadn’t let me finish my poems and my drawings, because they hadn’t
let me finish trying to properly win my mother’s love.
Brilliant baby. Light up the sky. You are the sunshine and mommy knows why.
I’m too smart for my own good. Too religious. I feel too much, think too much, cry too much when no one’s
looking. I can’t stop trying to be my mother. I’ve raised myself since I was twelve. I haven’t done the greatest job,
but I feel guilty because I know my mother would have done worse. She would have lost me if she were still alive.
I would’ve run off to the fairy world or gone home to my alien father. It makes me sad that this is the only place
we can exist together—her dead and me tittering.
I would cry but I have no eyeballs, so the salty water just fills up my head and sloshes around the grooves of my
brain. Jack drinks from my ear like it’s a doggy fountain, dipping his dry tongue into the pools of my eardrum. I’m too
tired to make him stop immediately, but I pull him onto my lap. He’s heavy like a bamboo pillow and sheds memories
all over my legs. If I ever get another dog, I’ll name it Jack. Or Jack Junior. Or maybe I won’t ever get an animal. The
idea of another life depending on me causes anxiety.
On the other side of the living room floor. I am I’m thirteen. My mother is dead, and my father has been MIA for
over two weeks. My younger siblings are hungry, and my aunts have stopped answering my calls. I stand at the payphone
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several blocks away from the house we moved into when the other one blew up. I cannot say that I’m afraid, that grown
men keep approaching me for sexual favors, that five men tried to pull me into their car while a group of old ladies accused me of being a whore. I don’t like being called Baby Girl. It makes my skin crawl. I cannot say that I am starving,
making meals from flour and seasoning salt. I cannot say that I am fading, that the knife I keep under my bed is the
only escapist fantasy that I allow myself to have. There are children to feed so I can’t let myself fall in love with that story.
My mother hugs me close. It’s the same way I used to cling to her legs, as if I could disappear back into her
womb and rebirth us both, as if I knew that she’d fly away if I didn’t keep her grounded.
“You know I loved you, right?” She hugs me closer, smelling of menthol cigarettes and black coffee. I breathe
deep, even though I have asthma. I drink deep, even though I have work in a few hours.
I know that it’s coming. I feel it running through my apartment, hitting the walls like a rage-filled giant. Jack
whimpers in my arms. I pull my mother closer. I climb into her lap, trying to stop the dread that drops like veil.
Not tonight. I can’t handle this memory tonight.
Beautiful baby. So kind and so brave. Not every soul is a life you can save.
In the bathroom, I ride in the limo to the funeral. I pretend that I’m going to the church for a wedding. We
all got dressed up for a wedding. But then I see the casket. They carry the white box into the church, and it makes
no sense that my mother is inside. Because the lid is closed and she can’t breathe. I want to tell them to open the
box. That she can’t breathe inside that box. That mothers don’t die four days after turning thirty-seven. That my
mother would not leave me like this.
I keep making wishes as they carry the casket into the church. I pray so hard my lungs fall out and hit the
floor. I pray so hard my soul runs laps around the chapel. I scream that it’s not true, that I’m dreaming the vivid
dreams that always chase me from sleep. It doesn’t make sense. This is another of my mother’s stories. I expect her
to come through the double doors to tell me the ending. Not that we all lived happily ever after, but that she lived
making beautiful and broken galaxies of her children. I lose track of time. My mother is time and I have lost her.
Everyone drops flowers on the casket. I drop myself. I am vines of sorrow, petals of discontent. My mother
is not dead, I tell them. My mother is immortal. My mother is Lazarus. She would never leave like this, suddenly
with no reason, with no story to detail her triumphant return.
My mother rocks me back and forth. My mind sloshes all over the carpet. That night stands before me, unashamed of the tragedy it caused. My mother stares it down defiantly. I scream into her chest, the cries of a child
without a voice. The night cannot have her. It’s already taken too much. She carries me to my room, still cradled
in her arms as if I am air, as if I am the baby she knew needed her most.
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She winds her form around me—a shield against memories from that night. She gives me back my eyebrows,
my lips, my teeth, and my eyes. I cry and scream into my pillow. Jack jumps on the bed, snuggles between my heart
and my breastbone. My mother retrieves the covers from the bottom of the hill and pulls them up to my chin. I
can’t stop shaking.
She wraps me in herself, in the house where she died, and I feel the weight of both pushing tears from my
lungs.
Somewhere in the kitchen, my heart pulses.
“You know I loved you, right?”
“You know I love you, right?”
“You know I love you.”
“Know I love you.”
“I love you.”
I fall asleep crying.
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April Wildes

Bees
I open my veins
& bees fall out, almost dead
purring. Wings flinch
& I feel hollow
as the last ones crash
to the ground.
A long mum, a murmur
of life
before I step.
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April Wildes

Fallen Fruit
Do I need to be sad because my fruit didn’t grow?
Or because it fell from my branch too early?
Decomposed into fertile ground for a future life outside my roots?
Flesh turned to mush, the skin shriveled to a crisp, cracked?
Bleeding from the trunk.
Am I suppose to weep?
To cry for a beginning that didn’t form and dropped, a bundle of cells, discarded?
Maybe I’m too young?
Or too cynical?
But I can’t help but see fruits bloom into their own trees
and mine was cut short,
for no reason,
my fault.
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